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GREAT LAKES BASINS RUNOFF MODELING*

Thomas E. Croley, II

Large-scale watershed models are required to estimate basin
runoff to the Great Lakes for use in routing determinations and
operational hydrology studies. Data limitations, large-basin
applicability, and economic efficiency preclude the use of exist-
ing large-watershed models. An interdependent tank-cascade model
is described that uses a mass balance coupled with linear reser-
voir concepts. It is physically based and uses climatological
considerations not possible for small watersheds; analytical solu-
tions are employed to bypass numerical inaccuracies. Snowmelt and
net supply computations are separable from the mass balance deter-
minations and are based on a simple heat balance. Partial area
concepts are used to determine infiltration and surface runoff.
Losses are determined from joint consideration of available energy
for actual and potential evapotranspiration  and of available
moisture in the soil horizons by using climatological concepts.
Heuristic calibration procedures are described that give insight
into the use of the model. The model is applied, for a 30-d com-
putation interval, to the Genesee River Basin in New York State
and compared with past 6-h computation interval applications of
the SSARR and NWSH models to the same data set.

1. INTRODUCTION

Agencies concerned with managing the Laurentian Great Lakes water
levels for purposes of flood control, navigation,  and hydropower must devise
operational regulations consistent with the expected hydrology of the area.
In this regard, routing models such as the Great Lakes Hydrologic Response
Model (Quinn, 1978) are invaluable in estimating water levels throughout  the
lakes. Input parameters include overwater precipitation, lake evaporation,
and basin runoff. Large-scale watershed models are required to estimate
basin runoff to the lakes, and the Great Lakes Environmental Research
Laboratory (GLERL) is determining an appropriate model. The model must have
limited data requirements. Allowable data inputs are daily precipitation
and air temperature. Also allowed are any data that can be abstracted
easily from available maps or climatic summaries. This research objective
is mandated by the limited data availability for large areas in the Great
Lake basins and by time series analysis and simulation restrictions. The
model is planned for use in subsequent  operational hydrology analyses of
water levels in the Great Lakes. It is also desired that the model concepts
be physically based, so that understanding of watershed response to natural
forces is facilitated, and the model is economical to use. The model may be
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applied to as many as 100 basins in the Great Lakes area and the integrated
response used in simulation studies.

During the initial phases of this study, two existing models were eval-
uated for simulating the detailed hydrologic response of individual water-
sheds. The U.S. Corps of Engineer's Streamflow Synthesis and Reservoir
Regulation  model (SSARR) and the National Weather Service Hydrologic model
(NWSH) were evaluated in terms of reproducing volumes of runoff from the
Genesee River Basin in New York State (Potok, 1980). The SSARR model was
then used to simulate runoff from the southeast Lake Michigan basin (Derecki
and Potok, 1979). These models, particularly the SSARR model, showed poten-
tial for use in simulating or forecasting runoff into the Great Lakes.
However, they require many parameter determinations, which hinders their
physical relevance and makes them expensive to fit. They require too much
data in an area where only daily precipitation  and temperature are available
over large areas., They are expensive to use and therefore their effec-
tiveness depends upon the ability to group watersheds of similar hydrologic
characteristics into a single regional "equivalent" watershed. Unfortu-
nately, the application of such lumped-parameter models to very large areas
must necessarily fail to represent area1 distributions of watershed and
meteorological  characteristics.

This paper presents an interdependent "tank cascade" model that has
been tested on the Geneses River Basin in New York State. It was developed
from large-scale (climatological) concepts and designed for weekly or
monthly volumes of runoff. The model consists of water and heat balances;
as do other water-budgeting  models, but with alternative physical interpre-
tations given to its components. The model is physically based and uses
climatological considerations not possible with small watersheds. In par-
ticular, evapotranspiration  losses for large areas may now be considered as
a function of readily available data. The analytical solutions are pre-
sented in favor of numerical solutions to bypass the associated numerical
error. The calibration procedure developed for use of this model is given,
along with an illustration of its use. The model is compared to the SSARR
and NWSH models in an example application on the Genesee River Basin.

2. TANK CASCADE MODELS

There are many conceptual models of watershed hydrology that use the
"tank cascade" concept, wherein one component of the watershed drains into
other components. The Stanford Watershed Model (Crawford and Linsley, 1966)
and its many derivatives (including  the SSARR and NWSH models) are well-
known examples. In these earlier developments, relationships between
various components in the watershed (e.g., surface storage, interception
storage, upper and lower soil zones, groundwater storage, and channel
storage) are described with classical equations of evaporation, infiltra-
tion, and inter-tank flows. Solution of these equations often proceeds
numerically with accounting-type calculations. Many variations on the tank
cascade concept are included to simulate nuances observed in nature. For
example, minimum storage volumes must be filled in various tanks before any
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inter-tank flows are allowed; this corresponds to satisfaction of intercep-
tion and surface depression storage, and of groundwater and soil zone stor-
ages above which runoff can occur. Other nuances pertain to satisfaction of
evaporation before infiltration and similar flows. While these variations
allow better matching of peak flow rates, they introduce complexities that
prohibit analytical solutions, requiring instead that numerical solutions
proceed in small time steps. These variations appear to be unnecessary  for
volumetric determinations over large time periods (as opposed to finding
peak flow rates), and they introduce many parameters to be determined in
model calibration. It is difficult to use these models in practical appli-
cations because of their extensive data or calibration/optimiaation  require-
ments. These requirements become excessive when considering applications
over large areas like the Great Lake basins.

The tank cascade concept has also been applied in a series of models
to determine total runoff hydrographs from very limited data (Edson, 1951;
Kalinin and Miljukov, 1958;  Nash, 1959, 1960; W.M.O., 1975). In these
applications, many variations to the concept, mentioned above, are not
included so that the solution is analytically tractable. They are useful
for determining runoff hydrographs; monthly runoff estimates are possible
also, presupposing that adequate data are available for determining snowmelt
and evapotranspiration. The absence of constraints on tank interflows
allows efficient parameter estimation techniques to be employed in some
practical applications (Tingsanchali and Loria, 1981).

In light of the requirements for the GLERL large watershed model, where
weekly or monthly runoff volumes from large areas are required, a tank
cascade model was defined by using physical concepts. (See fig. 1.) The
main mathematical feature of this arrangement is that it may be described by
strictly continuous equations; none of the complexities associated with
inter-tank flow rate dependence on partial filling are introduced. For a
sufficiently large watershed, these nuances are not observed due to the spa-
tial integration of the rainfall, snowmelt, and evapotranspiration  pro-
cesses. Since the solution is analytically tractable, large time steps may
be employed without introducing numerical error or excessive computational
requirements. The integration of data inputs over large time steps may
introduce errors that can only be assessed by example applications in the
selection of the appropriate time step. However, for large watershed areas,
there is some temporal integration of inputs that may make the approximation
of uniform inputs over each time interval inconsequential.

The watershed hydrology schematic of fig. 1 is similar to existing con-
cepts of the physical process for large watersheds. To elaborate,  daily
precipitation, temperature, and insolation (the latter available from
meteorological  summaries as a function of location) may be used to determine
snowpack accumulations and net supply. The net supply is divided into sur-
face runoff and infiltration to the upper soil zone in relation to the upper
soil zone moisture content (USZM). Percolation to the lower soil zone and
evapotranspiration  are also dependent on USZM. Likewise, interflow from the
lower soil zone to the surface, evapotranspiration, and deep percolation to
the groundwater zone depend on the lower soil zone moisture content (LSZM).
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Groundwater flow and evapotranspiration  from the groundwater zone depend on
the groundwater zone moisture content (GZM). Finally, basin outflow and
evaporation  from the surface storage (SS) depend on its content. Addition-
ally, evaporation and evapotranspiration  are dependent on potential evapo-
transpiration  as determined by joint consideration of the available moisture
and the heat balance over the watershed.

The upper soil zone is the void space in the surface soil layer to a
depth that can be considered to control infiltration, usually a few cen-
timeters. The lower soil zone is located beneath the upper soil zone and
above the water table. The groundwater zone is located beneath the water
table. These definitions are inexact since the water table fluctuates in
time, implying that these zones are not static. Likewise, all moisture in
these zones may not be involved in basin outflow. For example, moisture
beneath the water table is part of the groundwater zone only if it is part
of the flow toward the stream channel network on the watershed surface.
Moisture that flows from the watershed as groundwater movement is not part
of the GZM. While the location and extent of these zones may be poorly
defined, conceptually they are zones that give rise to flow rates as pic-
tured in fig. 1.

A more classical approach to watershed hydrology with a tank cascade
model would eliminate the surface storage "tank" in fig. 1. The summation
of surface runoff, interflow, and groundwater would then constitute basin
outflow. This is the concept used in hydrograph separation techniques,  such
as that given by Barnes (1940) where each component of outflow recession is
defined as coming from its respective storage. The schematic of fig. 1 is
more appealing since outflow components enter into the channel network
before appearing at the basin outflow point.

3. MASS BALANCE

Precipitation falling onto the watershed surface and snowmelt consti-
tute the net supply to the watershed. Interception can be considered as
part of evapotranspiration  and surface depression storage is too transient
for consideration since peak flow rates are not of interest. Both are well
within the error of measurement for average area1 precipitation and are
neglected. At any instant. the net supply rate is divided between surface
runoff and infiltration. Surface runoff is proportional to the relative
size of the contributing "wetted" area of the watershed (partial-area
concept), as well as to the net supply rate

r = ns A /A
P w

i- ** - r, (2)
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where r = surface runoff rate (cubic meters per day), ns - net supply rate
(cubic meters per day), Ap = area of wetted contributing watershed portion
(square meters), Aw = area of the watershed (square meters), and i = infil-
tration rate (cubic meters per day). By further approximating  the relative
size of the contributing area as the relative content of the upper soil zone
(a good assumption for a very thin zone), area1 infiltration becomes

I = ns (1 - gg),

where USZM = volume of water in the upper soil zone (cubic meters) and USZC
= capacity of the upper soil zone (cubic meters). Equation (3) may be
interpreted as indicating that infiltration is proportional to the volume
remaining in the upper soil zone. This is the basis for Horton's
infiltration-capacity  relationship at a point (Groley, 1977, pp. 168-170).
although Horton's model uses volume remaining beneath the point (small
area), not over a large area. Equation (3) also indicates that infiltration
is proportional to the net supply rate. This is an area1 concept for
infiltration that has been empirically verified (Kumar, 1980); it does not
work for infiltration at a point, which is better described by infiltration-
capacity concepts.

Since hydrograph recessions are described successfully by exponential
decay relationships (Linsley, Kohler, and Paulhus, 1975, pp. 225-229). the
linear reservoir concept is deemed appropriate for describing outflow rates
from the various storages within the watershed. The concept describes an
outflow rate as proportional to the storage remaining. It is expanded here
to describe percolation and deep percolation. as well as the traditional
descriptions of interflow, groundwater flow, and basin outflow. The form of
the equation is

g = a 8, (4)

where g = outflow rate from a storage (cubic meters per day), a = linear
reservoir constant (inverse days), and S = volume of water in storage (cubic
meters). In eq. (4), S is USZM and a is aper for g equal to percolation;  S
is LSZM and a is aint or adp for g equal to interflow or deep percolation,
respectively; S is GZM and n is agw for g equal to groundwater flow; and S
is SS and a is a,f for g equal to basin outflow.

The linear reservoir concept is modified when considering evaporation
or evapotranspiration  (evaporation plus transpiration) from any zone of the
watershed.

e=pSe
P'

(5)
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where e = evaporation or evapotranspiration  rate (cubic meters per day), $ *
partial linear reservoir constant (inverse cubic meters), and ep = potential
evaporation  or evapotranspiration  rate, respectively (cubic meters per day).
In eq. (5). evaporation or evapotranspiration  is taken as proportional both
to the potential rate, determined from heat balance considerations over the
watershed, and to the available water volume (reflecting both area1 coverage
and extent of supply). This is in agreement with existing climatological
and hydrological concepts for evapotranspiration  opportunity. In eq. (S), S
is USZM and p is peu for e equal to upper zone evapotranspiration,  S is LSZM
and @ is Be1 for e equal to lower zone evapotranspiration, S is GZM and p IS
peg for e equal to groundwater zone evapotranspiration, and S is SS and p IS
Be6 for e equal to surface zone evaporation.

By combining eqs. (3), (4), and (5) with the definitions given above,
the one-dimensional mass continuity equation may be written for each zone of
the watershed. (See fig. 1.) For all storage zones then

ns - = USZM - (I
uszc

USZM -
per

p e USZM = & USZM
=u P

6
a
p=+

USZM - aint
LSZM - 'dp LSZM - '=I =P

LSZM = E LSZM

%
LSZM - LI GZM -

gv
p e GZM = $ GZM
=g P

(6)

(7)

(8)

& USZM + aint LSZM + a 6
gw

GZM-asfSS-pe,e SS=xSS.
P

(9)

In each case, mass continuity yields a first-order linear differential
equation of the general form

6s + (C) s bt = f(t) 6t, (10)

where (Z) = sum of linear reservoir constants on storage for all outflows,
f(t) = sum of time-dependent inflows into the storage, and t = time. The
general solution may be obtained from standard procedures (Rainville,  1964,
pp. 36-39)
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St = e-cot So + Jt f(u) e(')" 6".
0

(11)

where the subscript is time. Since data on precipitation and temperature
are available only in time increments of a day or larger, the solutions to
eqs. (6)-(9) are given here by assuming that the net supply and potential
evapotranspiration  are distributed uniformly over the time increment.
Storage values at the end of the time increment are computed from values at
the beginning. In the analytic solution, results from one storage zone are
used in other zones where their outputs appear as inputs. There are several
different solutions, depending upon the relative magnitudes of all coef-
ficients in eqs. (6)-(9). As an example, the equations are solved for
the daily time increment (0 < t < d)

where

USZMd = (USZMO - F) =-Bd +E
B

LSZM
d

= (LSZMO - A -
D-B

k) eeDd + & emBd + k

(12)

(13)

GZMd F-s-FG, emHd + & ewDd + & ewBd + g (14)

"d
L -Hd

+z=

M
+G=

-Dd + N -Bde + 0
P-B P'

P-asf + @es ep

0-a G+-=int
gwH

"dp

G+&-$

Pl

8

(15)

(16)

(17)



ns A
uszc a

Pl

L-f
M-SE+-

"int E

"dp

L=a
E F G

gw
GZMO - H-D - - - -H-B H

H=a +(I
gw =g =P

E=CI
dp

LSZMO - & - ;

D-o:
int dp+ a + Be1 = P

B = USZC pl
“s+L1 +p

eu 'p

A=a
Pl

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

The subscripts 0 and d on the storage volumes represent the beginning and
the end of the day, respectively. This solution applies for the case where
D # B, H # D, H # B, P # H, P # D, P # B, B # 0, D # 0, H # 0, P # 0, USZC
+ 0. ap1 f 0, and adp # 0. As long as arpl, aint, agw, a,f, and USZC are
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non-zero, then there are 30 possible analytic results, depending upon the
values of 8, D, H, P, and Ud

P
:

fig. l5 for adfi,aaid*ty &~~:e?%e#v~;ia~S~~  ns2.) Since these quant ties (B, D,
and ep, which change from day to day, then the appropriate analytical
result, as well as its solution, varies with time. Mathematical  continuity
between solutions is preserved however. These results are summarized in
appendix B. A watershed model must have all solution possibilities present
for effective implementation.

The flow volumes over the daily time increment may then be determined
directly since outflow volumes are related by their ratio of linear reser-
voir coefficients.

R = (NS + USZM
0

- USZMd)& (29)

I=NS-R (30)

PL = 32(NS + USZMO - USZMd ) B (31)

B =
E = (NS + USZMO - USZMd) y (32)U

=intIF = (PL + LSZMO - LSZMd) 7 (33)

DP = ?!P(PL + LSZMO - LSZMd) D (34)

fJ
El

= (PL + LSZMO - LSZMd) '; =P

i!s!cGW = (DP + GZMO - GZMd) " (36)
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B =
E = (DP + GZMO - GZMd) '; '
g

a
BO = (R + IF + GW + SSo - SSd) +

ES
-(R+IF+GW+SSO-SSd)+,

(37)

(38)

(39)

where R = daily surface runoff volume (cubic meters), NS = daily net supply
volume (cubic meters), I = daily infiltration volume (cubic meters), PL =
daily percolation volume (cubic meters), E, = daily upper soil zone evapo-
transpiration volume (cubic meters), IF = daily interflow volume (cubic
meters), DP = daily deep percolation volume (cubic meters), El = daily lower
soil zone evapotranspiration  volume (cubic meters), GW = daily groundwater
volume (cubic meters), E - daily groundwater zone evapotranspiration  volume
(cubic meters), BO = da1 y basin outflow volume (cubic meters), and Es =f-
daily surface zone evaporation volume (cubic meters). Given all coef-
ficients, starting values of storage in each of the component zones, net
supply rate, and potential evapotranspiration  rate, the values of B, D, H,
and P can be computed from eqs. (27),  (25),  (21), and (16), respectively.
Based upon their values, the appropriate analytical results [eqs.  (17)-(20),
(22)-(24), (26), and (28)] are used to compute the remaining intermediate
values. The appropriate analytical solution [eqs.  (12)-(15)] is then used
to compute the end-of-day storage values (which become the beginning-of-day
values for the next day). Finally, the daily flow volumes can be obtained
from eqs. (29)-(39).

The analytic solutions of Eqs. (6)-(Y) are "continuous";  that is they
are amenable to ordinary solution techniques. Furthermore, sol"tions may
proceed for either flow rates or storage volumes directly without the comp-
lication of constraints consideration. All derivatives of the solutions
with respect to individual parameters exist and are continuous;  therefore,
analytical gradient-search  procedures are possible in parameter determina-
tion. The solutions are physically satisfying; non-negative flow rates and
storage volumes are guaranteed with any physically plausible set of inputs.
The solution equations are unchanged for other time increments;  the daily
time interval, d, is simply replaced in the equations. The net supply and
potential evapotranspiration  are considered to be uniform over the time
interval and the choice of time interval must assess the validity of this
treatment.

4. NET SUPPLY

The determination of the net supply rates involves the consideration of
rainfall, snowfall, snowpack accumulation, and snowmelt. Several attempts
at comprehensive heat balances and many empirical treatments were attempted,
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but were abandoned because of of the limited data availability. The follow-
ing treatment yields better agreement with Genesee River data than do con-
ventional "degree-day" treatments.

Snow accumulation is governed by the concept that precipitation  under
warm air temperatures occurs as rainfall and under cold temperatures, as
snow or ice which accumulates in the snowpack. Snow accumulation  is thus
governed by the following concept:

&SNW= -m, T>O

= P > T < 0, (40)

where SNW = equivalent water volume present in the snowpack (cubic meters),
m = snowmelt rate (cubic meters per day), p = precipitation rate (cubic
meters per day), and T = air temperature (degrees Celsius). Daily air tem-
perature is estimated typically as the average of daily maximum and minimum
temperatures. The simplification of allowing melt only during above-zero
air temperatures appeared realistic in example comparisons for volumetric
determinations over the week or month. Ignoring evaporation from, and con-
densation to, the snowpack is justified by the limited data requirements for
which the model is designed. The net supply rate is then given as

ns=p+m, T>O

=o , T < 0. (41)

Snowmelt is determined from the simple concept that there are no heat addi-
tions from which melt could later occur during periods of sub-zero air tem-
peratures. For periods of above-zero air temperatures,  snowmelt results
from absorbed insolation and precipitation. However, it is constrained by
the available snowpack

m=O ,T<O

= SNWO/d , T > 0, I

d rr (l-a,) + p p T

0 ym
6t > SW0

(42)

= [rr Cl-*,I - p P TI/y, , T > 0, I

d rr (l-as) + p p T

ym
6t < SNWo,

0
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where rr = solar insolation at the watershed surface (calories per day),

** = albedo of the snow surface, p = density of water (= 106 g/m3), and vrn =
latent heat of fusion (= 79.7 Cal/g). Other components of the heat balance
are not representable with limited data, but may be compensated for, to some
extent, in parameter determinations of as. The solar insolation at the sur-
face of the watershed may be estimated from extraterrestrial  radiation and
cloud cover:

rr = 10000 A, 7 (bl + b2 X),

where z = extraterrestrial  solar radiation (langleys per day) available in
standard climatologic summaries as a function of latitude and time of the
year, bl and b2 = empirical constants,  and X = ratio of hours of bright sun-
shine to maximum possible hours of bright sunshine. In the absence of cloud
cover data, X may be estimated (Crawford and Linsley, 1966, p. 50) from

T - Tmin
x=min maX15 , 1-o ,

where T,, = maximum daily air temperature (degrees Celsius) and Tmio =
minimum daily air temperature (degrees Celsius).

5. EVAPOTUNSPIRATION

Potential evaporation is the evaporation that would occur if adequate
moisture were available. It is often taken as the amount expected from an
open water surface and is used as an estimate of potential evapotranspira-
tion over land and vegetative surfaces (Gray, 1973, pp. 339-353). Very
often, engineering calculations of potential evapotranspiration  use climatic
indicators of temperatures,  wind speeds, humidities, etc., by assuming that
these quantities are independent of the actual evapotranspiration  that does
occur. This is adequate for estimates over small areas where evapotrans-
piration has only a small effect on these quantities.  However, over a large
area, climatological observations  suggest  that actual evapotranspiration
affects these quantities and hence affects potential evapotranspiration
(evapotranspiration  opportunity or capacity).  Morton (1965) made use of
this concept to compute regional evapotranspiration  from climatological
observations. Witherspoon  (1970) used an approximation of Morton's work to
compute basin evapotranspiration  in a volumetric flow model for Lake
Ontario. Bouchet (1963) postulated that the energy represented as potential
evapotranspiration  is the absorbed insolation less the energy used for
regional evapotranspiration. This concept is modified here for use on a
smaller-than-regional  scale by considering that a portion, W, of the net
heat balance after absorbed insolation is available for either potential or
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actual evapotranspiration. That is, part of it is used in evapotranspira-
tion and the rest of it determines the potential evapotranspiration

w = p yv PE + P Y,,  @,, + Eli + Eg + Es)r (45)

where W = a portion of heat balance after absorbed insolation (calories),

YV = latent heat of vaporization (5 596 Cal/g), and PE = daily potential
evapotranspiration  volume (cubic meters). The evaporation from stream  chan-
nels and other water surfaces (surface zone) in a large basin is very small
compared to the basin evapotranspiration; groundwater zone evapotranspira-
tion is also taken here to be relatively very small. Thus on a daily basis,

pepYv6t+  Id~CPeu USZM + Be, LSZM) ep y, 6t z W. (46)
0 0

By taking ep as uniform over the day, eq. (46) yields:

1 W
=P

3
d p y, 1 + Be, USZM + Be1 m'

(47)

where USZM = average water volume in the upper soil zone (cubic meters) over
the day and LSZM = average water volume in the lower soil zone over the day
(cubic meters). As expected, both potential and actual evapotranspiration
depend upon the available water supply. If the water supply is large,
actual evapotranspiration  approaches the limit of the water supply or
W/(pyv) and potential evapotranspiration  approaches zero. If the water
supply is small, actual evapotranspiration  approaches zero and potential
evapotranspiration  approaches W/(pyv). The average storages can be computed
from the mass balance equations as

1A~-
USZM = d up1 B

(1 - emBd) + -?-

=Pl
(48)

1E--
LSZM = d adp D

(1 _ .-Dd) + --L- -F (1 - emBd) + G.
d =dp B

(49)
"dp

This solution applies for the case D # B, USZC f 0, apl # 0, and adp f 0.
As long as USZC and up1 are non-zero, then for either D = B or adp = 0 or
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both, alternative expressions result. (See appendix B.) Since ep is in-
volved in the intermediate variables B and D, an iterative solution is used
to determine ep each day in the mass balance if W is known.

The determination of W from observable meteorological  variables is dif-
ficult (recall the limitation to daily precipitation  and air temperature).
During times of snow cover, ep is zero with respect to the upper and lower
soil zones. During times of no snow cover, the remainder of the heat
balance on the watershed surface after absorbed insolation consists of
short-wave reflection, net long-wave radiation exchange, sensible heat
transfer, net hydrospheric and atmospheric advection,  latent heat transfer,
and energy advected by evaporation. Energy advected by evapotranspiration
is small compared to latent heat transfer and is neglected in eq. (46).

Daily air temperature is taken here as an integrated reflection of the
portion W of the remaining heat balance after absorbed insolation. This
concept is satisfying in that air temperature is considered an indicator of
the heat balance, rather than an independent variable in the determination
of potential evaporation as is done classically. At low temperatures, it is
expected that W is small since potential and actual evapotranspiration  are
low at low temperatures. Over the daily cycle, this energy is rarely III:-
tive (net condensation) and is considered here as strictly positive.
variation of W with air temperature may be expected to look something like
the dashed line in fig. 3. As a first approximation, a broken-line relation
like the solid line in fig. 3 is used, expressed mathematically  as

W = K (T - Tb) , T > Tb , SNW = 0

, T > Tb , SNW # 0

where K - units constant (calories per degree Celsius) and Tb = "base" tem-
perature (degrees Celsius).

There were several alternatives to the "heat balance" used here to com-
pute snowmelt and evapotranspiration. These were considered early in the
model development, but were impeded by the limited-data design objectives.
Comprehensive heat balances that considered all advection terms through
control volumes defined over the upper soil zone or upper and lower soil
zones were written in the early modeling. Net long-wave radiation transfer
and sensible heat transfer were estimated directly by using empirical rela-
tions. These relations required unavailable data, which were estimated
based on engineering judgment. Freezing of the upper soil zone, snowpack
and ice formation and decay, and Penmann's potential evapotranspiration  were
all computed as part of these comprehensive heat balances. The net supply
and evapotranspiration  models presented here resulted in a two-fold improve-
ment in modeling over these earlier efforts, as measured by the root mean
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FIGURE 3.--Daily  potential p&s actual eVapOtmn6piTYZtiOn, W, as WnCeptUal

function of daily air tenpemture,  T.

square error of model output (basin output). Presumably, these models are
superior because of their limited data requirements. Also, the use of air
temperatures as an indicator of what has occurred in the watershed is
superior to its use as an independent variable in computing potential evapo-
transpiration and net supply. This change in perspective is fundamental to
modeling large-scale watershed hydrology from a climatological viewpoint.

6. CALIBRATION

The following input data are required to apply the model: daily pre-
cipitation, daily minimum and maximum temperatures, a climatological summary
of daily extraterrestrial solar radiation, and for comparison purposes,
daily basin outflows. Conversion of units for precipitation from inches per
day or centimeters per day to cubic meters per day and for insolation [see
eq. (43)]  from langleys per day to calories per day involves the area of the
watershed. Daily precipitation and temperatures are taken as weighted area1
averages of data available at selected stations in and around the basin.
Daily basin outflow is reported in either cubic feet per second or cubic
meters per second and is converted to cubic meters per day.

There are five variables to be initialized prior to modeling: SNW,
USZM, LSZM, GZM, and SS as SNWO, USZMO, LSZMO, GZMO, and SSO, respectively.
While SNWO is easy to determine as zero during major portions of the year,
these variables are generally difficult to estimate. If the model is to be
used in forecasting or for short simulations, then it is important to deter-
mine these variables accurately  prior to use of the model. They may be
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taken as the values at the end of a previous model run, preceding the time
period of interest, for forecasting uses of the model. If the model is to
be used for calibration or for long simulations, then the initial values are
unimportant. The effect of the initial values diminishes with the length of
the simulation and after 1 year of simulated results, the effects are absent
from a practical point of view. In calibration runs, the first year of data
is used for initializing the model and the remainder is used for measuring
the "goodness-of-fit" of the model to the data.

There are 15 parameters to be
b
fGients

bz*
uszc, a
for coX$ing solar insflation,

aint' adp' a ' "sf'

climatological  summary for the area. Furthermore, as expected, peg and
@es are near zero with respect to peu and &l. indicating that open-water
evaporation and groundwater evapotranspiration  are a relatively small part
of the watershed evapotranspiration  process; these coefficients may be set
to zero with negligible error. The capacity of the upper soil zone, USZC.
may be set arbitrarily. Inspection of eqs. (6) and (47) reveals that if
USZC is changed from one value to another, then by changing aper and @eu
appropriately, USZM will change such that the same infiltration, runoff,
percolation, potential evapotranspiration, and change of storage will
result. Thus, USZC is set arbitrarily herein to correspond to 2 cm of water
over the watershed area. Likewise, Be1 may be computed to satisfy the
following long term boundary condition on average flow rate, as a function
of the other parameter values:

/bo6t= lq6t,
61 61

(51)

where Q = the time period of record, bo = basin outflow given by the model,
and q = actual flow rate from the watershed to be modeled. Actually, any
one of several parameters could be adjusted, theoretically, to satisfy eq.
(51). The lower soil zone partial linear reservoir constant on evapotrans-
piration is selected since it allows a practical range for the integral in
eq. (51) from zero (all net supply evaporated) to well above the actual
total outflow (no evaporation). A trial-and-error investigation of the
behavior of eq. (51) as a function of Be1 is coupled with linear inter-
polation to determine pel, given the values of the other parameters.
Inspection of eqs. (12)-(28) and (47)-(49) indicates that USZM, LSZM, and
ep are functions of the following variables: USZMo, LSZMo, apl. Be". USZC,
(mint + ad ),

P
Bel, ns. and W- The same is generally true for the other ana-

lytical so utions corresponding to eqs. (12)-(28) and (47)-(49). (See
appendix B.) Also, integration of eqs. (6)-(g) over a long period. Q. for

Beg = Bes = 0 gives

I bo 6t 5 / ns 6t - p,, j e USZM bt - Be1 1 e LSZM bt (52)
8 n 8 p Q p
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Thus, only the sum of aint and adp determines ep, USZM, LSZM, and I bo b t ,
regardless of the values of aint and adp. Of course, the individual values
of aint and adp affect the time distribution of basin outflow since they fix
the proportion of outflow from the lower soil zone that enters surface
storage directly and that which passes through the groundwater zone first.
Thus, the value of Be1 determined by consideration  of the boundary condition
of eq. (51) is valid for any combination of aint and adp values such that
their sum is the same. Actually, eq. (52) is approximate, with the approxi-
mation improving as R becomes large. Therefore, the degree of insensitivity

of Be1 to "dp and aint depends upon the length of the data set used in the
calibration. Finally, inspection of the behavior of the sum-of-squared
errors of the model basin outflow, as compared to the actual outflow, C (q
-bo)2, indicates that its variation with adp (where aint + adp = constant)
is closely parabolic. An interval-halving technique for determining
adp that minimizes C (q - bo) 2 as a function of other parameters can be
programmed to make the determination of adp automatic.

There are then only eight parameters remaining to be determined in an
application of the model: as, Tb, K, caper, (am + qp), aw, ad, and Be"-
Experience with the model indicates that, in a minimization  of the root mean
square error of basin outflows, values of some of the parameters are not
greatly sensitive to values of the others. Parameters  a,, Tb, K, a,+,, and
a,f are not particularly sensitive to each other. That is, the value of one
of these parameters,  which gives the minimum sum-of-squared errors as a
function of these other parameters, does not change much as these other
parameters change. Independent optimization over each of these parameters
can replace the more costly optimization over all of these parameters. The
remaining parameters,  aper, Be", and (aint + adp), are interdependent and
are dependent upon the first set; they must be determined in a joint optimi-
zation. These observations are combined in a systematic parameter-search  to
minimize the sum-of-squared errors summarized in fig. 4. The schematic of
fig. 4 is used herein for parameter determination, and it is implemented in
the computer program of appendix C.

A gradient-search  approach would require the determination  of the deri-
vative of C (Q - bo)2 with respect to each parameter. Since these deriva-
tives are not analytically tractable in a practical sense (there are too
many variations and combinations of the analytical solutions for all days of
a simulation), numerical determinations of these derivatives would be re-
quired. The implicit assumption in cost-effective numerical determinations
is that each derivative is independent of changes in other parameters;  i.e.,
to include the effects of changes in all parameters simultaneously  would
require excessive computations. Thus, a numerical gradient-search  procedure
could replace the determination of as, Tb, K, ng,,,, and a,f in fig. 4, but
could not be used for all of the parameter determinations.

7. APPLICATION

To compare the GLERL model with the other models, the model calibration
used the same data base used in the previous SSARR and NWSH model applica-
tions for the Genesee River Basin. Since there are regulated reservoirs and
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interbasin flows (New York State Barge Canal) in the lower part of the
basin, and since the regulations were not programmed into the earlier
models, the upstream part of the basin above Portageville was considered in
the earlier applications and that portion is considered here. The Genesee
River at Portageville drains 2,541 km2 of western New York and Pennsylvania.
There are 11 meteorological  stations whose Theissen polygons intersect this
area; 10 record daily precipitation and 7 record daily minimum and maximum
air temperatures. (See fig. 5.) The basin has a mean annual air tem-
perature of 8'C and receives an average annual precipitation  of about 82 cm
distributed rather evenly throughout the year in a fairly stable area1
distribution. Snowfall and snowmelt occur throughout the winter season.
Pertinent hydrological information is available elsewhere (U.S.C.O.E.,  1969;
G.L.B.C., 1976). Climatologic data are available from the National Climatic
Center and basin outflow data at Portageville are available from the U.S.
Geological Survey. The period of study covers water years 1957 through
1972, in agreement with the past applications. Summary statistics are
available in table 1.

The GLERL model was applied by using the calibration procedure outlined
in fig. 4. It required about 2 man-days of interactive computing in FORTRAN
IV on the CDC Cyber 750 computer to determine the parameter values in table
1 after an input file was prepared for Theissen-weighted  average daily pre-
cipitation and temperature. (See appendices C, D, E, and F.) Simulation
speed is good; the model requires about 22K words of storage and uses 0.017
s per year of simulation (including auxiliary computations related to the
determination  of the "goodness-of-fit"). The value of E in fig. 4 was set
initially to 0.001 to enable a rough determination of all parameters. After
this initial determination, E was set to 0.00001, which enabled the deter-
mination of model parameters to about two significant digits. (See table
1.) Although net supply computations use a daily time interval, all mass
balance computations use a 30-d computation interval. That is, the model
averages net supply, ns, and evapotranspiration  (potential  and actual), W,
over 30-d periods prior to calculations of the intrabasin flows identified
in fig. 1. The final parameter set, identified in table 1, achieved a 30-d
flow correlation of 0.92 with a root mean square error on 30-d basin
o"tflows of 1.01 * lOI5 m3, which is 1.25 cm over the watershed area. (See
table 2.) This is equivalent to an explained variance of 0.85. The 360-d
correlation is also 0.92, with a root mean square error of 1.30 cm. (See
table 2.)

The optimum parameter fit resulted in a very large linear reservoir
coefficient for surface storage, a,f; this is equivalent to no storage
effects on the surface. Thus, this model fit is equivalent to no surface
storage "tank" in fig. 1. Removal of the surface storage tank would
simplify the model and its calibration. This is suggested for further
applications that use a 30-d computation interval. However) experiments
with the l-d computation interval for the mass balance indicate that the
surface zone tank cannot be removed. For the Genesee River at Portageville,
the linear reservoir coefficient, a,f, is between 0.1 and 0.2 for the daily
computation interval. Surface storage effects thus are important for com-
putation of daily flows, but are not significant for 30-d flows.
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TABLE l.--Swtmwy Statistics

Area 2,541,000,000 m2

Initialization  period June 20, 1956-September 30, 1957 (468 d)

Calibration period October 1, 1957-September 30, 1972 (5,479 d)

Daily averages

Precipitation

Flow

Evapotranspiration

Potential
evapotranspiration

5,960,OOO d (0.23 cm)

2,830,OOO d (0.11 cm)

3,130,OOO d (0.12 cm)

1,252,OOO m3 (0.05 cm)

Model parameters

a 0.809

T

K

uszc

aper

8eu

aint

adp
8el

"w

B=K

"sf

Bes

Model averages

Flow

3.0 OC

0.392 * 1015 cal 'C -1

50,820,OOO m3

0.27 d-l
-3

0.00000116 m

0.0000060 d-l

0.049 d-l
-3

0.000000083 m

0.049 d-l

(0.03 cm v-l)

(2.00 cm)

0

0.1 . 1O99 d-l

0

Evapotranspiration
USZM

LSZM

GZM

ss

84,700,OOO m3 (30 d):;

93 800 000 m3 (30 d,
7:890:000 m3

34,200,OOO m3

34,300,OOO m3

0.285 * 10w91 m3

13.33 cm (30 d)-l]
[3.69 cm (30 d)-l]

(0.31 cm)

(1.3~5 cm)

(1.35 cm)

(0.00 cm)
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TABLE 2.~-MOdel  COmpa~i8072

.-I---

GLERL ssARR/Nws

Data base

Daily precipitation 6/20/56-g/30/72 10/l/56-9/30/72

Daily air temperatures 6/20/56-9130172 10/l/56-9/30/72

Daily basin outflow 10/l/57-9/30/72 10/l/56-9/30/72

Solar insolation climatic summary over the annual cycle required

Daily pan evaporation none estimated over the annual
cycle

Area-elevation  curve none required

Calibration

Number of parameters

Initial values

Data adjustment

Computation time interval

10*

arbitrary

none

30 days

21 minimum (SSARR)
37 (NWS)

required

Theissen weights adjusted
for improvement

6 hours

Evaluation

Excluded data during
poor simulation none 3163, 7172, 8172, and 9127

Root mean square error

Monthly 1.25 cm (0.39"") SSARR: 1.26 cm (0.40**)
NWS: 1.21 cm (0.38X*)

Annual 1.30 cm (0.43**) SSARR: 2.02 cm (0.66**)
NWS: 3.50 cm (1.15**).

* Of the 15 required parameters, two are determined easily a priori, two
are zero, and one is arbitrary.

**Expressed as a fraction of the standard deviation of monthly or annual
basin outflows.
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The NWH model used previously (Potok, 1980) was developed by the
Hydrologic Research Laboratory (1972) and supplemented for snowmelt
(Anderson, 1973). This model uses a 6-h increment for internal computations
and requires determination of 37 parameter values. The SSARR model wan de-
veloped by the North Pacific Division, U.S. Corps of Engineers (1975). It
uses a l- to 24-h increment for internal computations and the results  sum-
marized here were achieved with a 6-h interval (Potok, 1980). It uses index
curves that must be input in their entirety. In its simplest configuration,
it requires 27 parameters if daily pan evaporation is unavailable (15 if pan
evaporation is available), plus a minimum of 3 tables specifying the func-
tional relationships between certain variables. If the minimum of a two-
parameter equation is assumed for each of these relations,  then the SSARR
model requires determination of a minimum of 33 parameter values (21 if
daily pan evaporation is available). Both models also require determination
of initial amounts of water stored in the various zones within the water-
shed.

As used in the earlier studies, daily pan evaporation was estimated for
both models from mean monthly temperatures with the Thornthwaite equation.
The Theissen weights were varied (changing the input data) to effect a good
fit. Furthermore, poor simulation results were obtained during 1963 and
1972; these were judged to result from poor data. These periods of data
were then excluded from the SSARR and NWSH model evaluations (Potok, 1980).
A comparison of the GLERL, SSARR, and NWSH models is summarized in table 2.

The SSARR and NWSH models agreeed with their altered data sets, as just
outlined, which are comparable to that used in the GLERL model for monthly
flows. However, the agreement on an annual basis is much poorer, as indi-
cated in table 2. The GLERL model requires fewer types of data, fewer para-
meter determinatfons, and arbitrary initial values. It uses a computation
interval 120 times as large as the SSARR and NWSH models, which means l/120
as many mass balance determinations. Typical results of the GLERL model are
presented for 6 years in fig. 6. This period contains the worst fit (1962)
of the entire evaluation and does not depict the best fit (1972) where the
peak 30-day flow of record (483,000,OOO
relative error (499,000,OOO m3).

m3) was modeled with 3.3 percent
Inspection of the 30-d precipitation

totals in fig. 6 reveals the evapotranspiration  capability of this model.
During the late summer and fall of each year, basin outflow reaches the
annual minimum, even though precipitation is fairly uniform throughout the
year. The ability of the model to estimate the proper evapotranspiration
during these low flow periods suggests  that the climatic concepts of eqs.
(47) and (50) are good.

8. SUMMARY

The model has several advantages in that it is an accurate, fast model
with relatively simple calibration and data requirements for large water-
sheds. The unimportance of surface routing for sufficiently small basins at
a 30-d computation interval will enable simpler calibration in the future.
It is a conceptual model with good physical interpretations. Since soil
moisture and snowpack storage are identified, the model has potential for
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use in predictive studies. Coupled with meteorological  forecasts, the model
should provide short-term forecasting abilities. Since the model is fast
and economical,  it may be used in operational hydrology studies where simu-
lation for a large number of simple input time series are required. The
calibration procedure will be improved through use of numerical gradient-
search procedures to enable simple model use by engineers. The model now is
to be applied to 20 large basins around Lake Ontario and the outputs com-
bined to represent basin outflow to the lake. The parameter set obtained
from one basin will provide initial values for the next basin to minimize
calibration expense. Finally, the GLERL models will be incorporated into
the Great Lakes routing models for use in forecasting and simulation of lake
levels.
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AS

A
P

A,

bO

bl

b2

B

BO

d

D

DP

e

eP

E
g

*ll

Es

E
U

f(t)

g

GW

I

I

IF

K

albedo of the snow surface

area of wetted contributing watershed portion (m2)

area of the watershed (m2)

basin outflow rate given by the model (m3 d-l)

empirical constant for determining effects of cloud cover

empirical constant for determining effects of cloud cover

sum of linear reservoir constants on USZM (d-l)

d-day basin outflow volume (m3)

computation interval in mass balance (d)

sum of linear reservoir constants on LSZM (d-l)

d-day deep percolation volume (m3)

evaporation or evapotranspiration  rate (m3 d-l)

potential evaporation or evapotranspiration  rate (m3 d-l)

d-day groundwater zone evapotranspiration  volume (m3)

d-day lower soil zone evapotranspiration  volume (m3)

d-day surface storage evaporation volume (m3)

d-day upper soil zone evapotranspiration  volume (m3)

sum of time-dependent inflows into storage S (m3 d-l)

outflow rate from a storage (m3 d-l)

d-day groundwater volume (m3)

volume of water in groundwater zone (m3); may be subscripted with time

sum of linear reservoir constants on GZM (d-l)

infiltration rate (m3 d-l)

d-day infiltration volume (m3)

d-day interflow volume (m3)

proportionality  constant for evapotranspiration  energy (Cal "C-l)
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LSZM volume of water in lower soil sone (m3);  may be subscripted with time

LSZM d-day average water volume in lower soil zone (m3)

m

ns

NS

P

P

PE

PL

P

r

rr

R

S

SNW

ss

t

T

Tb

T
max

T
*in

uszc

snowmelt rate (m3 d-l)

net supply rate (m3 d-l)

d-day net supply volume (m3)

precipitation rate (m3 d-l)

sum of linear reservoir constants on SS (d-l)

d-day potential evapotranspiration  volume equivalent (m3)

d-day percolation volume (m3)

actual basin outflow rate (m3 d-1)

surface runoff rate (m3 d-l)

solar insolation at the watershed surface (cal d-')

d-day surface runoff volume (m3)

volume of water remaining in storage (m3); may be subscripted with time

water volume equivalent in snowpack (m3); may be subscripted with time

volume of water in surface storage (m3); may be subscripted with time

time (d)

mean daily air temperature ("C)

base temperature for evapotranspiration  energy ('C)

maximum daily air temperature ('C)

minimum daily air temperature ("C)

capacity of the upper soil zone (m3)

USZM volume of water in upper soil zone (m3); may be subscripted with time

USZM d-day average water volume in upper soil zone (m3)

W energy of actual and potential evapotranspiration  for watershed (cal)

X ratio of hours of bright sunshine to maximum possible hours of bright
sunshine
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I

a linear reservoir constant (d-l)

adp
linear reservoir constant on LSZM for deep percolation (d-l)

agw
linear reservoir constant on GZM for groundwater flow (d-l)

aint linear reservoir constant on LSZM for interflow (d-l)

sper linear reservoir constant on USZM for pecolation (d-l)

a
sf

B

B
eg

Bel

Bes

8eu

fz

ym

YV

P

(Cl

z

8

linear reservoir constant on SS for basin outflow (d-l)

partial linear reservoir constant (mm3)

partial linear reservoir constant on GZM for evapotranspiration  (mW3)

partial llnear reservoir constant on LSZM for evapotranspiration  (mW3)

partial linear reservoir constant on SS for evaporation (me3)

partial linear reservoir constant on USZM for evapotranspiration  (mB3)

sum of squared error relative difference convergence precision

latent heat of fusion (cal g
-1

)

latent heat of vaporization (cal d-l)

density of water (g me3)

sum of linear reservoir constants on storages (d-l)

extraterrestrial  solar radiation (langleys d-l)

set of all times within period of record
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Appendix B.--ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR TANR CASCADE
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In this appendix, eqs. (12)-(28) are derived from eqs. (6)-(9) and
similar results for other parameter values are summarized herein.

By applying eqs. (10) and (11) to eq. (6).

USZM = eeBt [USZMo - F] + F
t

where

B- n8+ol +p
USZC pl eu 'p'

, B f0, uszc # 0, (Al)

(AZ)

Note that the average upper soil zone moisture over the day is given from
eq. (Al) as

USZMt bt

USZMO -F
=

Bd
(1 - emBd) + f%

Percolation is then given as

Pit = oLpl USZMt = A e-Bt + c ,

where
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A=a
Pl (USZMo - F)

C-Ct
ns

pl B'

By applying eqs. (10) and (11) to eq. (7),

LSZMt = esDt [LSZMo + 1' plu eD" &xl,
0

D = "int + 'dp + 8el 'p

and for D # B and D # 0,

t
I ~1" eD” 6” =A [= CD-B)t _
0

1] + g [eDt -

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

(A7)

C-48)11.

Note that the average lower soil zone moisture over the day is given from
eqs. (A6),  (A7). and (A8) as

d
LSZM = $ / LSZMt 6t

0

LSZMO
A C

-D-B-E
=

Dd
(1 - .-Dd) + +L (1 - eeBd) + k , D # B (49)
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LSZM -;
0z.

Dd
(1 - eeDd) + -& [1 - (Dd + 1) eWDd] + i , D = B.

By combining eqs. (A6) and (Aa), deep percolation is given as:

dpt = adp
LSZMt = E emDt + F ewBt + G,

where

E=adp [LSZMO - 6 - ;I

F=a A
dp D-B

G=a '
dp E

By applying eqs. (10) and (1,l) to eq. (a),

GZMt = esHt [GZMO + It dpu 2
0

!I" a"],

where

H=o:
gw + '=g 'P
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(A12)

(A13)

(A14)



and for H # D, H # B, and H # 0,

t Hu
f dp,, = 6” =E [e

(H-D)t (H-B)t - l] +t [eHt - 11. (Al5)
0

H-D - 11 + $g [e

Inflow to the surface storage is given as the sum of net supply (minus
infiltration), interflow, and groundwater flow and from eqs. (A3), (A9).
(Al3), and (A15); this is

in =ns
t uszc

USZMt + aint LSZMt + a GZM
P t

=A!- 1 "int
uszc cz- Pit +

Pl

- dpt + a

%
gw

GZMt

= L .-Ht + M emDt + N ewBt  + 0

where

L=agw [GZMO - & - F -H-B

M-a E+a -E
gy H-D If adp

F F-N = agu 8-B + "if
+ ns A_ --

a
dp

uszc up1

G+a -G -!E Co=a
PH If 'dp

+ uszc 0
Pl

38

pap1 * 0, a
dp

f 0, (A16)

(A17)

@18)

(A19)
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By applying eqs. (10) and (11) to eq. (9),

SSt = emPt [SSo + It in" ep" Su],
0

where

P=asf + 8,s e P

(A=)

(A221

and for P # H, P # D, P # B, and P f 0,

It in" e‘” 6”  s $+ [ecPeHjt - 11 +&j [=
(P-D)t

- 11 + & [e PB)t _ 1l

0

+i [ePt - 11. W3)

Finally, the first four equations on the following page are obtained by
taking t = d in eq. (Al),  eqs. (A6) and (Aa), eqs. (Al3) and (Al5), and eqs.
(A21) and (A23), respectively. The solutions for other combinations of non-
zero values  of B, D, H, and P are summarized on the following pages; the
first 15 solutions (pages) are for odp # 0 and the second 15 are for adp =
0. Each solution set is substituted in place of eqs. (12)-(28) in the text
for appropriate values of B, D, H, P, and adp.
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D # B, H # D, H # B, P # H, P # D, P # B, a
dp

+ 0.

USZMd = (USZMO - F) epBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMO - A - -
D-B

E) emDd+&emBd+i

FGZM~ = (GZM~ - E - - -
H-D H-B

LZ) esHd + A emDd + & emBd + g

M NSSd = (sso - -L- - - - - -
P-H P-D P-B

%) emPd + & emHd + & emDd + & edBd + %,

where B= ns + upI + 8," epuszc

A=ct
Pl (USZMO -F)

ccar IIs
pl T

D = 'int + 'dp + Bel 'P E = =dp (LSZMO-A ')D-B-5

F=a A
dp D-B

G=a
C

dp 5

H=a
P + 8et3 'P

L-Ugw @MO - &j - & - ;)

M=a E+a E-
gw H-D int ndp

A
N=u F+u F A!L-

gw H-B - + uszcint adp a
Pl

C
O=a G+, G+d!L- P=a

gwH int adp uszc a
Pl

sf + 'es 'p
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D # B, H # D, H # B, P # 8, P P D, P = B, adp f 0.

USZMd - @MO - F) .-Bd + y

LSZMd = (LSZMO - & - $) esDd + & emBd + g

FGZM~ = (GZM~ - E - -
H-D H-B

- it) emHd + & eeDd + & emBd + g

L
SSd = (sso - - - &+Nd -;)e

-Pd L
+gi=

-a + M -Dde + 0
P-H P-D P'

where

A-Upl (USZMo - F)

D 3 'int + 'dp +Bel 'p

A
F - =dp D-B

H-a +p
gw eg 'P

E
M-a E+a -

gw H-D int Udp

G+a G+A!C-C0-a
BWH int adp uszc a

Pl

B 3 USZC
=+ a

pl + @eu ep

C-a llS
pl T

E - =dp (
A

LSZMO - D-B- - ;,

G=a C
dp E

L-Clgw (GZMo  - & - j& - ;)

N=a
F
-+ a

gw H-B
F+ns

int adp uszc

P-a
sf + 8es eP
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D f B, H # D, H # B, P # 8, P = D, a
dp

C 0.

USZMd = (USZMO - F) emBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMO -
A_ - !z) .-Dd + & .-Bd + ;
D-B

E FGZM~ = (GZM~ - - - -
H-D H-B

SSd = (sso

where
B = uszcns + apI + P,, ep

A-a
Pl (USZMO -F) C-U

ns
pl ij;-

D = 'int + 'dp + 'el ep

A
F = =dp D-B

E = udp (LSZMO
A---;)
D-B

G-a
C

dp i!

H-a +p
gu eg Ed

L-Ugw @MO - & - & - ;)

M-a E+a -E N-a P+ a F+ns-A
gw H-D int adp gv H-B int adp uszc up1

G+a G+L!L-C
D==gwH int adp uszc up1

P-U
sf + @es eP
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D f B, H # D, H # B, P = H, adp f Cl.

USZMd a (TJsZMo - F) evBd + p

LSZMd = (LSZMO
A- _ - !$ .-Dd + & .-Bd + g

D-B

GZM~ = (GZM~ - E - F - St) eeHd + & ewDd + & e -Bd + 5
H-D H-B H

“d = (
M

SSo + Ld - P-D
N- - - - i) emPd + & evDd + & epBd + i,

P-B

where B = uszcns + apI + a,, ep

A=a
Pl (USZMO - F) caa ns

pl iF

D = =int + "dp + Bel ep
E = udp (LSZMO

A
7- g - ij

FE= A
dp D-B

G-a '
dp 5

H=a +p L=a
gw =g eP

gw @MO - &j - & - ;)

M-u
E E
- + 'int Tgw H-D

dp

N-a P+ a F+ns-A
gw H-B int adp uszc a

Pl

$+a G C
O=a 2%

P H - + uszc 0int udp
Pl

p = usf + Be, =
P
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D # B, H # D, H = B, P # H, P f D, adp f 0.

USZMd E (UsZMo - F) emBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMO - A
D-B

- !?) eeDd + & emBd + t

GZM~ = (GZM~ -&+Fd-g)e-Hd + E -Dd
H-D

e + C
H

SSd = (sso
L M N

- - - - + (p-H)2 - pP-H P-D
') emPd + {& + cpNHj2 [(P-H)d - 1]} eeHd

M
+G=

-Dd + 0
P'

where

A-a
Pl (USZMO - F)

D = "int + =dp + Bel 'P

A
F = =dp D-B

H-a +fi
gw =g 'p

M-a
E E
-+a -

gv H-D int bdp

G+a G+J!JL-C0-a
gwH int adp uszc up1

B = uszcns + apI + a,, ep

C-a
ns

pl 7

E = =dp (LSZMO
A-2)
D-B

G-n
C

dp ii

L-affv @MO - & - ;) + uint e + & $

N-a F
SJJ

P-a +p e
sf =s P
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D#B,H#D,H = B, P # H, P = D, a
dp

C 0.

USZMd = (USZMO - F) emBd + p

A
LSZMd = (LSZMO - - -D-B

k) eeDd + & emBd + k

GZMd=(GZMO - E -
H-D

Fd - i) ewHd + & emDd + E

SSd = (sso -L+Md+
N --

P-H (P-H)2
i) emPd + {&

+ (pyH)2 [(P-W - II} emHd + $

where

A=n
Pl (USZMO - F)

D = "int + 'dp + @el 'p

A
F-a -

dp D-B

H-a +p
gw =g 'P

M-a E+u -
E

gw H-D int adp

o=u G+a G+ns-C

PH lnt "dp
uszc a

Pl

B= ns + up1 + a,, epuszc

cau ns
pl T

E = udp (LSZMO
A

- - -D-B ;I

C
G = =dpi?

L=agv (GZMO - & - ;) + uint s + & "

N=a F
gw

P-a
sf + 'es 'p
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D#B,H#D,H=B,P=H,a dp # "

USZMd = (USZMO - F) emBd + F

A
LSZMd = (LSZMO - -D-B - E

C) .-Dd + & .-Bd + ;

GZMd = (GzM~ - & - Fd - g) esHd + & emDd + E

SSd = ( SSo + Ld - & +; d2 - %) esPd + & esDd + f,

where

A=a
PI (USZMO - e)

D = 'int + "dp + Bel e P

AF-a -
dp D-B

H=a
.w + B=g 'P

Ma= E E
gv H-D + "int a

dp

O-a G+c( G ns C
gwH - + uszc a

lnt “dp PI

CEa **
pl Ti-

E = adp (LSZMO
A--2)D-B

G=n '
dp ii

L=agv (GZMO  - j& - ;) + ‘& &, + j& :

N-n F
IF

P=n
sf + 'es 'p
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D # B, H - D, P # H, P f B, a
dp

# 0.

USZMd = (USZMo - F)
-Bd

e
+ "a

B

A
LSZMd = (LSZMO - -

D-B
- ;, .-Dd + & .-Bd + ;

GZMd = (GZMO + Ed -
F_ - g, .-Hd + & .-Bd + ;
H-B

SSd = (sso - L+
M N---

P-H (P-H)2 P-B
;) .s-~~ + {A + (pEfa)2 [(P-H)d - l]} .-Hd

N
+pj=

-Bd +g
P'

where

A=a
Pl (USZMo - F)

D = %t + "dp + @el ep

F=a
A

dp 0-B

H=a +p
gw eg =P

M-a E
gw

C
O=a G+a -G + ns-

gwH int adp uszc a
Pl

c - a ns
pl r

E = cfdp (LSZMO
A--AZ)
D-B

G-a
C

dp ij

L=agw (

F+ a E+LEL-A
N = "gw H-B int 'Tdp uszc up1

P=a
sf + Bes eP
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D # B, H = D, P # H, P = B, a
dp

f 0.

USZMd = (USZMo - F) e-Bd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMO - & - ;) e-Dd + A e-Bd + ;

GZM~ = (GzM~ + Bd - J- - E) e-"d+Fe
-Bd

H-B
+ g

H-B H

SSd - (sso -L+
M

P-H (P-H)*
+Nd -+-Pd + [A + cp;H12 [(P-H)d - 11) e -"d + ;,

where

A=apl (USZMO - F)

D = %t + "dp + 8e1 ep

F=a A
dp D-B

H=a +p
gw =g eP

M=a E
gw

O=a !?+a G+-?E-C
fP H int fxdp uszc a

Pl

B= Ai?- + apl + e,, epuszc

C-a
ns

pl Tr

E = adp (LSZMO
A--2)
D-B

G-a
C

dp ii

L=agw (GZMO - & - ;) + yat y&

F + aN=agwg
L-+25-A

int adp uszc ctdp

p = Usf + Be, = P
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D # B, H = D, P = H, adp # 0.

USZMd = (USZMo - F) emBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMO - A - k) esDd + & emBd + i
D-B

GZM~ = (GZM~ + Ed - F_ - !?) .-"d + & .-Bd + g
H-B

ssd = (sso + Ld + t d* - & - g) epPd + & eeBd + %,

where B= n6 + =pl + 8," epuszc

A=a
PI

(USZMO - F) cca ns
pl B

D = "int + "dp + Bel ep

F=,-J A
dp D-B

E = =dp (LSZMO
A--2)
D-B

C
G = adpD

"=a +p
w =g 'P

L=agw @MO - & - ;) + aint $

M=a E F+a -N = aw H-B E + ns-A
P int Rdp uszc Rdp

G+Cl G+2L-Co=a
uszc a

P-a
WH int ccdp

Pl
sf + 'es ep
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D = B, H # D, P # 8, P # D, a
dp

f 0.

USZMd = (USZMO - F) e
-Bd +E

B

LSZMd = (LSZMO + Ad - ;) e-Dd +;

GZMd = (GZMO - & -
F

(H-B)*
- !?) esHd + {&

+ ("TDj2 [(H-D)d-l]}  emDd + g

SSd = (sso - L- - -M + N
P-H P-D

(P-D)*

- ;, .-Pd + & e-"d

+{K+ N
P-D (P-D)*

[(P-D)d - 11) eeDd + %,

where

A=a (USZMO - F) C-R
IIS

Pl plX

D = =int + =dp + Bel eP
E = adp (LSZMO - ;)

F=a A
dp

C
G=a

dp 5

H-a +p L=a
P =g =P

gw @MO - j& + (H!Dj2 - ii)

M-a

G+, -G + C
o=a ns- P=(I

gw "
fnt "dp

uszc a
Pl

sf + 'es ' P



D-B,E#D,P#H,P-D,a dp co.

USZMd = (USZMo - F) e-Bd +F

LSZMd - (LSZMO + Ad - ijC) .-Dd + ;

GZMd - (GZMo - &, -
F

(E-B)*
- g, e-Hd + (A

+ (HrD)2 I@-DWll} & eqDd + g

SSd - (sso -&+Md+;d*- ;, .-Pd + & e-Hd + ;,

where

A== (USZMo - p)pl

D - "int + =dp + Bel 'P

' - 'dp
A

H=a
gw + p=* ep

ns
B - uszc + =p1 + 4, ep

C-a Iis
pl F

' - =ddp (LSZMO - ii7

C
G-R

dp 6

L-Rgw @MO - & + cH!D12  - :)

" - % H-D
(A- (H;D)2)+=int$+&&  N-=gw&D+=int~

C+R G+L!C-CO-a P-a
W" int Rdp uszc a

Pl
sf + ees =p
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D = B, H # D, P = H, a
dp

f 0.

USZMd - (USZMo - F) emBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMO + Ad - $) ewDd + g

E
GZM~ = (GZM~ - - -

F
H-D

(H-B)*
- i) esHd + {A

•!-
F

(H-D)2
[(H-D)d-l]} & evDd + i

SSd = ( M+ NsSo + Ld - P-D
(P-D)*

- !!) e-Pd + {A+ cp!Dj2 [(P-D)d - l]} emDd +$

where

A== (USZMo - F)pl

D = "int + =dp + 8el 'p

P = Rdp A

B = uszc2- + =pl + P,, ep

c-a
IIS

pl iT

E = =dp (LSZMO - $1

C
G = =dp ij

H-a
gw + p=g 'P

L-ap @MO - &, + &2 - i)

p-- p N-R F+a -FM=a
gW H-D (H-D)*

1+=+-+&y& gw H-D fnt Rdp

0-a G+Ct G+?L_C

gw" int Rdp uszc a
Pl

P-clsf + Bes 'P
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D-B,H=D,P#B.a dp # '*

USZMd = (USZMO -F) e-Bd + y.

LSZMd - (LSZMo + Ad

GZMd - ( GZM + Ed + p d* - g0 2
") esHd + i

8Sd = (SSo - -!f- + ' - 2
N

P-H (P-H)*
'1 eePd

(P-H)3 - F

+ {z+cp;H)2 [(P-H)d-11+&d*+ N
P-H (P-H)3

[(P-H)d - l] } e-xd + ;,

where B - uszcns + apl + P,, ep

IX3
A==

Pl
(USZMo - F) c - =p1 B

D = =int + adp + Bel 'p
E - Rdp (LSZMO - ;,

C
F - 'dp

A GalI
dp iT

H-a +@ L-a
gw =g 'P

gv @MO - ;) + aint < + ij& 6

M-R
F

gvE+R - N-a E
int Ordp gw*

0-a G+, G+2%-C

gwR
int =dp

uszc (1
P=a +i3 e

Pl sf =s P
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D = B, H - D, P = 8, a
dp

# 0.

USZMd = (USZMo - F) emBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZM~ + Ad - i) emDd + i

GZM~ = (GZMO + Ed + s d* - g) ewHd + E

“d - ( SSo + Ld + f d* + t d3 - %) emPd + $

where B - uszcns + =pl + Se, ep

A-a
Pl (USZMO -F) C-a *.S

pl ic

D = "int + 'Tap + 'el =p
E - adp (LSZMO - ;)

G=Cr
C

F = adp A
dp 6

"=a +p L=ar
gw =g 'P w (GZMO  - ;I + '"int -$ + i& Y&

M=ll
F

E + =int u
N-R

F

gw dp w?

O=a G+Cr G ns C

gwH - + uszc a
lnt "dp

P-a
Pl

sf + 'es 'P
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D#B,H#D,H#B,P#H,P#D,P#B,a dp = '.

USZMd - (USZMo -F) e-
Bd + ns

ir

LSZMd - (LSZMO - & - k) e-
Dd+ A- .-Bd + ;

D-B

GZMd = GZMo esHd

NSSd = (sso - M - -
P-D P-B

- %) esPd + & esDd + & ewBd + g,

where B a USZC
=+ a

pl + @eu 'p

A==
Pl

(USZMO - F) C-a
IIS

pl iF

A C
D = =int + =dp + Bel '

E - LSZM - - - -
P 0 D-B D

A C
F=n G-D

H-R
gw + '=g 'P

L = 0.

M = aint E N = =int
-EC A

F + uszc a
Pl

0 - nint G + ns-
C

uszc a
P-a.

Pl
sf + 'es 'p
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D#B,H#D,H#B,P#H,P#D,P=B,a dp - "

USZMd - (USZMO - p) eeBd + F

A
LSZMd = (LSZMO - - -D-B

;, .-Dd + & .-Bd + ;

GZM = GZM
-Hd

d 0
e

SSd = (sso -K+NdP-D
- g) esPd + & emDd + %,

where

A==pl (USZMO - F)

D = aint + adp + Bel 'p

A
F=z

H-agw + peg 'p

B = uszcns + =pl + e,, ep

c 7 apl F

A C---E = LSZMO - D-B D

C
G-5

L = 0.

M = "int E
2% A

N - aint F + uszc n
Pl

0 = aint G + n8-
C

uszc a
P-R

Pl
sf + ees 'p
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D#B,H#D,H#B,PfH,F-D,a dp - "

USZMd - (USZMo - F) e-
Bd +E!

B

A
LSZMd - (LSZMO - -D-B

- 5i) e-Dd + & emBd + k

GZM
-Hd

d
- GZM

0
e

(
N

“d = “0 + “d - P-B
- - !?) .-Pd + & .-Bd + $

where B - uszcns + =pl + Be, ep

IIS
A=apl (USZMo - F) c - =p1ii-

A C

D = =int + =dp + Oel '
---

P
E = LSZMO - D-B D

A C
F-D-B G-E

H-a +@
P =g 'P

L - 0.

AC-A

M = "int E
N - aint F + uszc rip1

0-a
C

int G + = - P-a
uszc a

Pl
sf + 'es 'p
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D # B, H # D, H # B, P = H, adp - 0.

USZMd = (USZMO - F) eeBd + p

LSZMd = (LSZMO
A- _ - ;, .-Dd + & .-Bd + ;
D-B

GZMd = GZMo e
-Hd

SSd = (sso - A-. - J!- -
P-D P-B

where

A==
Pl (USZMO - p)

D = =int + =dp + Bel 'P

A
F==

"=a
gw + '=g 'P

M = =int
E

O = =int
n8 C

G + uszc u
Pl

ecu IIs
pl T

E = LSZMO - A - ;D-B

L - 0.

N = aint F + ns-
A

uszc a
Pl

p = asf + Be, = P
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D # B, H # D, H = B, P # 8, P # D, adp = 0.

U8ZMd - (USZMo - F) emBd + F

LSZMd - (LSZMO -A -D-B
!z) .-Dd + & e-Bd + ;

GZM
-Hd

d
-GZM e

0

MSSd = (sso - A- - -P-H P-D
- i?) .-Pd + & e-Hd + +& e-Dd + g,

where B- 118 + apl + Pen epuszc

A-R
Pl (USZMO - F) C-R

ns
pl IT

A C
DIRint + 'dp + 'el 'p

E - LSZMO -D-B - 5

A C
F---

D-B
G-5

H-a
gw + p=g 'P

L - aint F + I18 A
uszc u

Pl

M = =int
E N - 0.

0 - aint G + -5%
C

uszc 0
P-a +p

sf
e

Pl
=s P
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I

D # B, H # D, H - B, P # H, P = D, adp - 0.

USZMd = (USZMo - y) .-Bd + y

LSZMd = (L=MO - D-BA - i) evDd + & emBd + k

GZMd = GZMO e
-Hd

SSd = (sso - +& - &f - %) esPd + & emHd + i,

where

A==
Pl

(USZMO - F)

D = =int + =dp + 8e1 'P

F =A
D-B

H-R +p
gw =g =P

M = aint E

n8--
O = "int G + uszc

C
a
Pl
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B=

C-R
*S

pl F-

A C---E = LSZMO - D-B D

C
G-5

AL-A
L = "int F + uszc a

Pl

N = 0.

P = asf + Be, = P



D#B,H#D,H=B,P=H.a dp = "

U8ZMd E (USZMo - F) ewBd + e

LSZMd = (LSZMO -A -
D-B

GZMd = GZMO emHd

“,j = (
M

SSo + Ld - P-D - FO) esPd + & emDd + i,

where B = uszcIIB + apl + Pen ep

A==
Pl

(USZMo - 5) C=;a
IIS

pl IT

A C
D - =int + =dp + Bel '

E - LSZM
P 0 -D-B-E

AF=- G-C
D-B D

H-R
gv + p=t3 'P L = "int

F-k ns-
A

uszc a
Pl

M = =int E
N = 0.

O = =int
ns-

G + uszc
C P-a

a
Pl

sf + 'es =p
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D # B, H = D, P # H, P # B, (I
dp

= 0.

USZMd = (USZMo -F) emBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMO - & - k) evDd + & esBd + $

GZMd = GZMO emHd

NSSd = (sso --L--
P-H P-B

- %) eppd + & euHd + & ewBd + %,

where

A==
Pl (USZMO - F)

D=a
int + 'dp + 'el 'p

A
F==

"=(I +p
gw =g =P

M = 0.

0 = aint G + -2%
C

uszc a
Pl

B = USZC pl
=+a +p

eu =p

C-R
IlS

pl B

A C---E - LSZMO - D-B D

C
G-5

L=a
int

E

N = ctint F + ns-
A

uszc (1
Pl

P-a
sf + 'es =p
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D#B,H-D,P+B,P-B,R dp - "

USZMd p (uSZMO -F) emBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZHO
A_ _ - k) emDd + & esBd + g
D-B

GZMd - GZM
-Hd

0
e

SSd = (sso -&+Nd-%)e-Pd + L -Hd
P-H

e + 0
P'

where

A-Rpl (USZMO - g)

D = %-It + =dp +Bel 'p

A
F=yjqj

H-n
gw + @=g 'P

M = 0.

ns C
O = =int G + uszc a

Pl
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B= =+ (I
USZC pl + @eu 'p

C-R
IlS

pl T

E = LSZM
A C

- - - -
0 D-B D

C
G-I,

L = =int E

N-R
A

int F + -?i% -
uszc Rpl

P-a
sf + 'es 'p



D#B,H=D,P-",a dp = '.

USZMd = (USZMo - F) emBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMo
A_ __ - !t) evDd + & emBd + k
D-B

GZMd = GZMO ebHd

SSd = (
N

SSo + Ld -P-B - i!) emPd + & emBd + f,

where

A==
Pl

(USZMO - p)

D = =int + "dp + Bel 'P

F=A
D-B

H-a +@
gw =g 'p

M = 0.

O = =int
ns-

G + uszc
C
a
Pl

B=

C-R
IlS

pl iF

E = LSZMO - A - ;
D-B

L = =int
E

ns A
N = 'Tint F + uszc 0

Pl

P=Cfsf + 'es 'p
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D=B,H#D,PfH,PfD,a
dp

= 0.

USZMd = (USZMO -F) eeBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZMO + Ad - k) eqDd + k

GZMd = GZMO emHd

SSd = (sso -M+ N
P-D (P-D)* - I;

') emPd + {A + cpNDj2 [(P-D)d - l]} eeDd +i,

where

A==
Pl (USZMO - F)

D = =int + =dp + 8el 'P

F=A

"=a
.w + @=g 'P

M = aint E + n8-
A

uszc a
Pl

C
0 = nint G + = -

uszc a
Pl

B- 2i + =pl + Pen epuszc

C-R
IlS

pl T

E = LSZM
0

- ;

C
G'E

L - 0.

N - =int F

P-a
sf + 'es ',' p
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D = B, H # D, P # H, P = D, a
dp

- 0.

USZMd = (USZMo - p) e-
Bd +"a

B

LSZM~ = (LSZMO + Ad - g) evDd + E

GZMd = GZM
-Hd

0
e

"d
-(SSO+Md+~d2-%)e- Pd + 0

P'

where B - uszcns + =pl + Pen ep

A=a
Pl (USZMo - p) C-Or

IIS
pl iT

D = "int + =dp + Bel 'P
E = LSZMO - ;

C
F=A G-D

"=a
gw + @=g 'P

L = 0.

M = aint E + ns
A

uszc E--
N=ll

int
F

Pl

O = =int
n8-

G + uszc
C P=cf

a
Pl

sf + 'es 'p
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D=B,H#D,P=H,a dp * '*

USZMd = (USZMo - F) emBd +F

LSZMd - (LSZMO + Ad -g) eeDd + g

GZMd - GZM
-Hd

0
e

SSd = (sso -M+ N
P-D (P-D)*

-i?) e-Pd + {A + cpjIoj2 [(P-D)d - 111 esDd + iD

where B = uszcns + =pl + Pen ep

A==pl (USZMO - F) C-R
II8

pl ir

D - %-It ' 'dp ' Bel 'p

F-A

H-a +@
P =g 'P

E = LSZMO -;

C
G=E

L - 0.

M = =int
ns-A

E + uszc apl
N-R F

int

0 - nint G + 2%
C

uszc a
P-a

Pl
sf + aes 'p
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D = B, H - D, P f H, adp = 0.

USZMd = (USZMO - F)
-Bd

e
+ "s

B

LSZMd = (LSzMo + Ad -g) esDd + g

GZMd = GZM
-Hd

0
e

SSd = (sso -xi
P-H

where

A==
Pl (USZMo - F)

D = "int + =dp + Bel 'p

F=A

H=a. +p
w =g 'P

M = =int F

O = =int
G+ ns-

C
uszc a

Pl

[(P-H)d - 1,] } edHd + g,

B= n8 + =pl + Pen epuszc

C-R
*S

pl ii-

E = LSZMO -;

C
G =D

L = "int
n8--

E + uszc
A
a
Pl

N = 0.

P-a
sf + 'es 'p
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D=B,H=D,P=H,a
dp = "

U8ZMd = (USZMo - F) esBd + F

LSZMd = (LSZM~ + Ad - g) emDd + g

GZMd = GZM -Hd
0

e

“d = ( SS + Ld + 5 d*0 2
- L?) .-Pd + g,

where B = uszc-2ic + =pl + Pen ep

A-R
Pl (USZMO - F) C-R

IlS
pl B

D = =int + =dp +Bel 'p
E = LSZMO - ;

C
F-A G =D

H-a +p
w =g 'p L = =int

ns-
E + uszc

A
a
Pl

I4 = "int F
N = 0.

O = =int
G+ ns

C
uszc 0

P-a

Pl
sf + 'es 'p
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Appendix C.--FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALIBRATION
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The FORTRAN program in this appendix may be used for calibration  or
simulation;  its use is illustrated in appendices D, E, and F. The user must
change lines 37, 48, 49, 50, and 51 to agree with his or her intended appli-
cation. Line 37 defines the average mid-month cloudless day insolation (10
langleys/d) for January through December, respectively. Line 48 gives the
watershed area (square meters); lines 49 and 50 define the beginning and the
end of the data set portion to be used in calibration (Q, to be contained
within the input file); line 51 gives the number of days to be used in the
mass balance computation period. The user may also change lines 42 and 43
if evaporation from the surface or evapotranspiration  from the groundwater
zone are considered to be important.

The program reads an input file called "ZDATA." A partial listing of
such a file is given as appendix D; it contains the date, minimum daily tem-
perature, maximum daily temperature, daily precipitation  volume over the
watershed, and daily basin outflow volume from the watershed for each day in
the units noted. The first four lines are header information skipped over
by the program. Missing data is denoted by "-9999."

The program is designed to be used interactively; a typical example of
an interactive terminal session is given as appendix E. The program first
prompts for entry of values of K, as, Tb, w, and sf. These values are
repeated after their entry and the operator is asked if they are correct.
If not, the input query is repeated (as in the example). When correct
values are enteted, the program outputs summary statistics on the data set:
calibration period and daily averages for the watershed of temperature
(degrees Celsius), precipitation (cubic meters), basin outflow (cubic
meters), W (cubic meters), net supply (cubic meters), evapotranspiration
(cubic meters), and potential evapotranspiration  (cubic meters). The sample
mean and variance of basin outflow volumes over the computation interval are
given next (30-d flow volumes are used in the example of appendix E). The
program next prompts for entry of values of USZC, aper, peu, end (criot +

=dp)* These values are repeated and the operator is asked if they are
correct. If so, the program proceeds to find values for aintr udp, and
Be1 that satisfy the constraint of eq. (51) and minimize the sum of squared
errors on basin outflow. This is represented in appendix E by the long
columns of figures. At this point, the computed values of aint and Be1 are
given, followed by summary information on the fit. First, model averages
over the computation interval (30-d averages in appendix E) are given for
basin outflow and evapotranspiration  and the goodness-of-fit is summarized
by giving the sum of squared errors (between the model and the actual basin
outflow volumes over the computation interval) and the explained variance.
These four values are given again for a model variation not described here-
tofore. The variation consists of routing only surface runoff from the
upper soil zone through the surface storage and then combining with inter-
flow and groundwater flow in fig. 1. For the example in appendix E, these
numbers are the same as for the original model since oaf is very large
(thereby functionally eliminating the surface storage zone tank in fig. 1).
The next five values are the averages over the entire calibration period for
surface storage, surface storage for the model variation described above,
upper soil zone moisture, lower soil zone moisture, and groundwater mois-
ture. The last four vaues in appendix E are the values of USZC, aper, &u,
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and (=int + cup), repeated for the operator's convenience for the next trial
iteration. The operator is then asked if he or she wants another iteration;
if the response is "yes" (Y), the operator is prompted for the next values
of USZC, aper, peu,
before.

and (qnt + adp) and program flow is similar to that
If the operator responds *over" (0), then the initial prompt is

repeated and program flow proceeds, as outlined above, from that point. If
the operator responds "no- (N), then summary statistics are sent to a print
file and the program is terminated.

Appendix F contains the partial print file resulting from the applica-
tion exemplified by tables 1 and 2 and by the preceding appendices and it
should be self-explanatory.
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PROGRAM UASSERS~ZDATA,TAPE5=ZDAlA,INPUT,TAPE4=INPUT,OUTPUT,
*TAPE6=OUTPUT,RESULT,TAPE7=RESULT)
IKPLICIT REAL (A-H,J-Z)
CONnON/UAROF/USZN,LSZn,GZn,SS,EUAP,HPLSE,USZnAUG,LSZnAVG
COMNON/PAROF/USZC,ALPPER,ALPUEU,ALPINT,ALPDPR,ALPLEU
COhHONIPAROF2/ALPGU,ALPGEV,ALPSF,ALPSEV
CON~ON/INDICAT/FFF,NSS,SSS,EUAPS,UIY,EPSILON,DPSILON,GPSILON
COMtiON/UAROF2/'.'RUN,VINT,UPER,UGU,UUEV,ULE'.'
DIMENSION R(14),INDPK(13)
DIMENSION DATA(4,11109)
DIKENSION IERR(6)
DATA IERR/&O/
DATA 1NDPfi/0,31.59,90,120,1~1,181,212,243,273,304,334,366/

c*****
C***t*  PROGRAK  FOR INTERACTIVE INVESTIGATION OF BODEL  - HONTHLY
c**ttt
c***+*
C AREA = UATERSHED AREA, SQ. ii.
C FLOU = ACTUAL BASIN OUTFLOU VOLUIIE,  CUB. W.
C ID = CRLENDAR  DAY OF THE YEAR
c In q CALENDAR tlONTH OF 'THE YEAR
C INBPGOD=  NUMBER  OF DAYS PER GROUP OF DAYS, DAYS
C INODAYS- NUtlBER  OF DAYS TO BE CONSIDERED IN DATA SET, DAYS
c IY = CALENDAR YEAR
C PRECIP = DAILY PRECIPITATION UOLUHE (LIQUID EQUIVALENT). CUB. t4.
C R = AVERAGE UID-BONTH  CLOUDLESS-DAY INSOLATION, LANGLEYSIDAY
C (INPUT IN UNITS OF lO*LANGLEYS/DAY)
C RR = DAILY SURFACE INSOLATION, CAL.
C SNU = SNOUPACK 'JOLUKE  (LIQUID EQUIVALENT), CUB. tl.
c TA = AVERAGE DAILY AIR TEHYERATURE. DEG. C.
C TKAX = KAXIKUti  DAILY AIR TEiiPERATURE,  DEG. C.
C THIN = ilINItiUK  DAILY AIR TEKPERATURE,  DEG. C.
c**:r**
c :+  :+  * I *
C***U*  INPUT CONSTAN'TS
c*****

DATA R/24.,34.,48.,63.,73.,71.,75., 65.,52.,38.126.,20./
CALL SYSTEKC(llS.IERR)
EPSILON=l.E-7
DPSILON-l.E-200
GPSILON=i.E-3
ALPGEV=O.
ALPSEV=O.
R(i4)=R(l)rlO.
DO 33 IXY=1,12

33 R(t4-IXY)=R(13-IXY)*lO.
R(l)=R(l3)
AREA q 2540778335.
ISTART  := 468
INODAYS-  5947
INDPGOD-30
DAY=FLOAT(INDPGOD)
IIST=ISTART/INDPGOD
&l--999.
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a2=-999.
A3=-999.
ALPLE'J=.65E-07
URITE(6,564)
FORliAli55HCONSTAN~T,  ALBEUS,  TBASE.  ALPGU, ALP% i5ElJ.bE2 FORflAT))
READi4.759) CONS.ALBEDS,TBASE,ALPGU,ALPSF
FORNATiEll.bE2,4Ei3.6EZI
URITEi6.559)CONS,ALBEDS,TBASE,ALPGU,ALPSF
URITEib,561)
READi4,556) I
IF!I.EQ.lHYI  GOT0 567
IFiI.NE.lHNI  GOT0 566
GOT0 565
IF~CONS.EO.AI.AND.ALBEUS.EO.A~.AND.TBASE.~Q.A~~GOTO  554
Al=CONS
A2=ALBEDS
A3=TBASE
REUINT(  5
SNU::O.
IKNTR:-0
‘rIiic q 0.

AVG'IA  :I 0.
AVGPR :2 0.
AUGF = 0.
AVGHF'LE=  0.
AUGNS := 0.
REAU(5.1000)
HtAi~i5,iOOO)
HEAD(.5,100Q)
READi5,iQOO)

565
564

759

566

567

1000 FORKATi3AiOl
REAIli5,1010!  ID,IM,IY,TMIN,T~AX,PRECIP.FLOU
BACKSPACE 5

c*****
~:r**e:+ Ih$ItY LOOP .- DATA PREFERATION  iBEGINNING
1; I: * * * :I

DO 300 I=l,INODAYS
c * :Ir * 1:  t
C:k*:,:*:r INPUT ANTI FILL IN DAILY DATA
c*r**t

REABi5.1010) IIt,I~.lY,NT~IN,NTHAX.NPHECIP,NFLOU
1010  FOR~AT(~X,I3,13,15.;X.?FiO.:!,21’~~.0~

IFiNTHIN.GT.HTHAX.OR.N'TtiIN.LT.-900.. OR.NTilAX.LT.-900.1  GO.TO 920
IjOT 921

920 NTllIN=TMIN
FITHAX-ThAX

921 TilIN=N'THIH
Tk+AX-NTnAX
IFiNPRECIP.LT.-900.1  NPliECIP=PRECIF'
IFiNFtGW.LT.-900.)  NFLOU:;FLOU
PRECIP=NPHECIP
IFLOU-NFLOU

c * 4:  :( * :,:
c:r*:,:*:t COHPUTE  DAILY INSOLATION
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C:r:rt*:r

200
201

203

+iTHAX-THIN)/lS.
X-AttINliX.l.01
IFiID.GT.15)  GOT0 203
IFiIH.EQ.1)  GOT0 200
iI=INDPbtiIN)-INDYMiIn-1)
IFiII.NE.EGl  GOT0 201
IFiINTiiFLOATiIY)~t.5)/4.I:F4.NE.IYl  GOT0 201
II-29
GOT0 201
II-31
NU'iS=FLOATiII)
NIIY=NDYS-lS.+FLOATiID)
RR=(Riin.~l)-R(IN))/NDYS$N~Y.tR(In)
GOT0 204
II=INDPtiiIH+l,-INDF'ttiIti)
IFiII.NE.28)  GOT0 202
IFiINTiiFLoATiIY)~+.5)/4.t*4.NE.IY) GOT0 202
II=29

202 NI!YS=FLOATiII)
NItY.I-LOATIIDI-15.
RR=(R(IM+2)-R(IHtl,,/N~YS*N~Y.tRiI~~l)

204 RR~RRriO.355tO.68~X):r10000.*AREA
c * 'f * :* :,
c*:**** KAT BALANCE
c * d 4:  *:  :t

TA=iTHIN+TtiAX,/2.
x=1.
IFiTA.LE.O.)GOTO 900
HELT=O.
IFiSNW.LT.i.)GOTO 901
~ELT=~RR.~il.-ALBEUS~~~Pl~ECIP*1000000.*TA)/~9.~/lOOOOO0.
IFiHELT.GT.SNU)HELT=SNU
GOT0 Y04

901 x-o.
704 SNU=SNW-MELT

NS=FRECIP.tHELT
Go'ro 905

"00 IFiSNU.GT.l..OR.PRECIP.G'T.1.tGOTO  903
x=0.

903 SNU=SNUtPI;ECIF
NS=O.

?05 DATA!l,I)-NS
DATAi?,I)-TA
I!ATAi3,I)=FLQU
DATAi4.1)-X
IFiI.LE.ISTART)GOTO  300
AUGTA=AUGTA+TA
AUGPR=AUGPR+PRECIi'
AUGF=AUGF+FLOW
AVGNS=AUGNS+NS
II<N'rR~IKN'rK~+l

300 CONTINUE
,; * :* * :c *
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c:c:iss:c  jjAIL'f  l.OOP  - DATA PREPARATION (END)
c ) I; :+ :* *
c * :*  'f  * *
C***:C*  SLIMi7ARY  INFOHNATION
c :I:  * :1 * :ti

FI-IKNTR
AUGTA=RVGTAIFI
A'JGI'R:-AVGPR/FI
AVGF=AVGF/FI
AVGNS=A'JGNS/FI
AUGEUP:~AUGNS-AUGF
AVGHPLE=O.
n o  910 I=1  ,INODlAYS
HPLSE=iDATAi2,1)-TBASEl:*CONS
IF(HPtSE.LT.O..OR.IlA~rA(4,I).GT..5lliPLSE=0.
HPLSE=HPtSE/i596.-.52*I!ATA12.1));1000000.
DATA(4,I)=HPLSE
IF(I.LE.ISTART~GO'IU  910
AUGHPLE=AVGHPLE+HPLSE

910 CONTINUE
AVGHPLE:=AUGHPLE/FI
AVGEVPl"=AVGHYLli-AUGEVP
URITE(b.550) ISTART,INODAYS
URITEi6.559) RUGTR,AV~PR,AUGF,AUGHPLE
WRITE(6.559) AVGNS~AVGliUI",AUGE'JI'P

550 FORMA'riiX~GHFHOH  DAY116,71i  TO DAY,Id,/!
c :I * :* :+ 8
i‘r:trss  CONVERT TO GROUPS OF DAYS INPUTS
c :+ 'I:  * :I *

IJ A fc r t> .
iIEAN-0.
NS:zo.
ilT-'LSE:rO.
FLOW:=O.
;I::0
III-O
00 400 I::l,INODAYS
NS=NStDkTA  i 1 , I )
HPtSE::IiPLSE-IDA'rR(4~I~
FLOW=FLUU+DRTAi3,1!
II=II,kl
Il~iII.t~l~.INDi~GOD)GOTO  400
iII~IIIt1
I~ArAli,III).-N:;
nA’rA(.~.IIIj::I-iF’tSiI
DA'rA(3.:IIi~=FLOW
IFiIII.LE.IIS'r)GO'~O  7~10
"Ah'r"AR+,:LOu:,::k?
i!EAN=tiEANtl-LOU

710 NS-0.
H):'i.si  ;3j.

FLOU:$.
1*:=(j.

405 CONrINK
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FI=FLOAT(III-IIST)
VAR-'JAR/F1
HEAN=liEAN/FI
VAR-UAR-WAN**2

711
URI'TE(6,711)  NEAN,VAR
FORHAT(/,7HtlEAN  = ,E13.6E2,16H VARIANCE = ,E13.6E2,/1

cat***
C*****  INPUT PARMETERS
c*****

554 UHITE(6.560)
560 FORltA'T(35HUSZC,  ALPFER,  ALPUEU,  ALPINT+ALPUPR,

+ 18H (5E13.6E2  FORRAT))
KEAU(4,?59) uSZC,ALPPER,ALPUEVIALPDPR
WRITE(6,559lUSZC,ALPPER,ALPUEV,ALFI'FR

563 WRITE(6,56li
561 FORltAT(22HIS  THIS CORRECT (Y/N)?)

READ(4?5561 I
IF(I.EQ.lHYl GO.TO  562
IF1I.NE.lHNl GO.10  563
GOT0 554

562 ALPIN'I-0.
ICNTH=O
ICN'T=O

C:rww INPUT INITIAL VARIABLE VALUES
c*:***r

703 IJSZli=.09EG
LSZtl=.43ES
GZtl-.27E?
IF(ALFDPR.LT.EPSILGNlGZR=o.
SS=.lZE8
SSS=.12EB

c*+:k:,:*
C:r:r:rr:& INITIALIZE
C*****

AUGFii  = 0.
VARN-0.
YROU=O.
UARi+i?:=O.
PROD?=0.
AVGSSZ = 0.
AUGFt42  = 0.
AVGSSS := 0.
AVGUSZ := 0.
AVGLSZ := 0.
AVl.iGL  = 0.
AVGEVH := 0.
A'UGEU?  := 0.
SSQERH  = 0.
SSQEH2 = 0.

c***:,:*
pr:x+:x  DAILY  LOOP iBEGINNiNG
c*t:***

DO 100 I=l.III
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p:t*:*:r
c:r :r 1: 1 :,: INPUT DAILY PREPARED  DATA
I: :v * :1* *

NS = DATA(l,I)
HPLSE:=DATA(411)
FLOU q DATA(3,I)

c:s****
pr*:r*:r ItASS BALANCE
c * * * * *

CALL OUTFLOW
(; * * * * :k

DATA(?,I)=NS
II:~I.LE.IIS'r)GO'rO 100
AVGFH-A'JGFMNS
~,$~fl:z"AR+tNS:a:b?
P~oII:=P~~OII~I:LOW:~NS
VARM?:,JARM2+NSS:r:,?
~fiUD2:-PliOIl2.iFLOW*r(SS
AVGSSZ=AVGSSL+SS
AVGFM?-B'JGFH2tNSS
AVGSSS::AVGSSStSSS
AVGUSZ=AVGUSZ+USZi?AVG
AVGLSi=AVGLSZ+LSZi?AVG
A'JGGZ=AVGGZtGZti
AVGEVi+AVGEUMtE?'AI)
AVGE'J?=AVGEV2.+EVAPS
SSREFili:-SSQEiilit(FI.OW-NS)*:1;2
SSQE~2=SSQEl~?+iFLOW-NSS)~~:~2

100 CONTINUE
c*****
C:r:,:**:b IIAILY LOOP (END)
(:*****
p:*:**:r
C-cww:r  IFIND  Al.PI.E’J (INTERPOLA'rE  ON MEAN)
c * y * * *

Q2=AVGFH/FI
IF(ABS(02-NEAN)/PiEAN.L'r.O.OOOOl)GOTO  700
AA?=ALPLEV
IF!ICNTK.EO.O)GOTO  704
ALPLEV=AA,+(AA?-A,~,  )$.(til:AN-ljl  )/(:I?-ni  )
1FtALPLEV.Lb.O .!&LFLEV=AA?/?.

706 ili=R2
A(\,  ,:&;l
WHIiEi6,55?)Ql,dAl
iCNTl<=ICNTR+i
GO'iO 703

704 Al.PLEV='i.5:rALI'i..EI'
GOT0 706

C:*t:b*:r
~:c:+t:+:i I-I,,D  ALPIN~r  (INTIIFtUAL-IiAI.VING  ON tiSE!
(: :p  1: :I:  * *

700 IF~ICNT.ER.l)GOTO  760
ALPl=ALPINT
HSERl=SStKRli/FI
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WHITE(6,559) NSERl,ALPl
ICNT=I
w2-0.
PT3=HSERI
ALPINT-ALPDPR
ALPDPK=O.
GOT0 703

760 PTl=PT?
PT2=PT3
PT3=SSGERH/FI
1F~ABS~PT3~-P'12~/PT3.LT..00001.ANIl.ABS~YT3-PT1~/PT3.LT..00001~

+ tiOT0  7.52
tiSER?=FTJ
ALP2=ALPINT
ALPINT=(ALPltALP2)/2.
ALFDPR=ALPDFR+ALP?-ALPINT
IF(HSER?.GT.llSERl)GOTO  761
kSERl=flSER2
ALPi=ALP2

761 WRITE(6,55?) tlSER2,ALP2
GOT0 703

c * :I :1x *
C:**:hr:@  SUMMARY INFORHATION
c*****
762 AUGFM=AUGF#/FI

VARbi-:VARtiiFI
VARY-VARM-AUGFii:rr2
PROD=PROD/FI
EXVA-(PROD-NEAN:r~2):r*2/UAR/VARM
AVGFH?=AVGFH2iFI
VARk2=UAHM2/FI
uARn2=VAR~2-A'JGI:n2:l::~2
PROU2=PROIl2/FI
EXUA2=~fROI!2-HEAN:~:r2)t:~?/VAR/VARti2
AVGSSS=AVGSSS/FI
AVGSSZ=AVGSSZ/FI
A'JG!JSZ=RVGUSZ/FI
AVGLSZ=AVGLSZ/FI
AVGGZ=AVGGZ/FI
AVGEVH-AVGEVMiFI
AVGEV?=AUGEV?/FI
SSQlZRR=SSGERRiFI
SSGER?=SSOER?/FI
WRITE(6.5581 ALFIN'T,ALF'LEV

558 FORHAT(i16E13.6E2j
WRITE(6,558) ,~VGFnrAVGEl'H!SS[II-:RII,EX'IA
WRITE(6,559) AUGFti?,AUGEV2,SSQER2,EXVR?
WRITE(6.559) AVGSSZ,AVGSSS.AVGUSZ,AVGLSZ,nVGGZ
ALPDPR-ALPINTtALPDPR
WRITE(6.559) USZC.ALI)I'ER,ALFUliV,ALPDPR

S5P FORHAT(6E13.6E2f
555 WRITE(6 557)
557 FORt+A'T~;OliAGAIN  (Y/N) OR START OVER to)?)

READi4.556) I
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556 FQRMA'l(A1  j
II~(I.l:R.iliYjGOTO 55.4
IF(I.ER.lHOj wro 565
IF~I.NE.lHNjGOlO  555
REUIND  7
REWIND 5
READ(5,iOOOj 11,12,13
URITE(7.iOOOj 11,12.13
URITE(7,1020j IS'TAHT,INODAYS,INDfGoD

,020 FoRi,AT(/,GHFROH  DAY,16,?H TO DAY,I6,3H IN,13,11H-DAY  GRQUfS,/j
WRITE(7.1030j

1030 FORMAT(39H CONSTANT ALDEDS TBASEtCjj
WRITEi2,55?j CONS,ALHEUS.rDASE
WRIrS(?,,O4Oj AVGT,~,Al)GI:~R,A1IGI-,AVGHfLE,AUGNS,AVGEVf,kVGEVfF

1040 FORNAr(i,l4HDAILY  AVLRAGES.
+ i,3?H ~TEi4fERA'rURE  (Cj:,EI3.6E?,
+ i137H FRECIPITATION  (CUB. i4.j:.E13.6E?.
+ /.37H Fl flu__..
+ /:37H HEAT LOSS, UATER EQU.
+ /.3?H NET SUFPLY
+ i.37H E'JAPOTRANSPIRATION
+ ' 3,IH POT. EUAfOTRANSfIRATION
ALfDfR=k;fDfR-ALPINT
WRiTE!7,1050j

(CUB. b.j:;Ei3.6E2,
(CUB. M.j:.E13.6E?,
(CUD. li.j:,E13.6E2,
(CUD. M.j:,E13.6E?,
(CUD. M.j:,E13.6E2j

ALf!JIIl'(U-3).105~~ FUHMA'r(/,39H USZC(M3j  ALPfERtD-lj
+ 26~ ALfDfRtIi-ij  ALfINTtIl--1))
&RITEi7,559) USZC~ALffER.ALfUEV,ALfDfR,ALfINT
WRITE(i,i060j

1060 FORtiA'r(/.39ii  ALfI..IEV(ti.-3) RLI'GW(D,-lj  ALfGEV(M-3j,
+ 26H AL.fSF;D-.lj  ALfSEVth-3jj
WRITE(T,SS$j ALfLEV,Al~fGW,ALfGE~!,A?PSF,dLPSEV
WRITE(7.1070) INIifGOD

,070 FGRMAT(~,I~.~SH-DRY  STA'rISTICSi
WRITEi7,lOGoi NIIAN,VAii.

+ A~~GF~,~,VGi~~n,A!IGSSZ,n'iGUSZ,,~VGLSZ,AVGGi,SSQI.RR,t~VA,
+ b~t,j'~2,A'JGE'J2,AVGSSS,AVGUSZ,AVGLS;IAVGGZ,SSQER2,~~VA2

1080 FORtiAl( 37H FLOW tiEAN (CUD. ti.j:?El3.6E2,
+ /,37li FLOW VARIANCE (CUD. h.j2:1E13.6E2,
+ ji,37H EfODEL 1 tiEAN (CUR. fi.j:,Ei3.6E2,
+ /.37H EVAfoTRANSfIRATION  (CUD. il.j:,E13.6E2.
+ ;.37H MEAN SS !CUH. ti.j:.E13.6E?,
+ ;.37H tIEA Liszti  (CUB. fl.i:,E13.6ii?,
+ :,37ti tiEAH LSi!: <CUD. n.j:,E13.6E2,

/,3?H tIEAN GZH (CUB. R.j:,E13.6E2,
+ /,37ti HSE tClJD. n.j:.E13.6E?,
+ i737H COEFFICIENT OF UETER?lINATION:,E13.6E2,
+ //,37H HODEL  ? tiEAN (CUB. ti.j:,El3.6EZ.
+ /,37H EVAPOTAANSPIRATION  ICUD. M.j:,E13.6E?,
c /,37H MEAN SS (CUD. M.j:,E13.6E2,
+ /,37H MEAN USZti [CUD. N.j:,E13.6E2,
+ ,',3.'H HEAN iS7.M !CUB. il.j:,ElS.&;:,
+ !.3?4 NEAN GZbl (CUD. fl.j:,E13.6E?,
+ i,3?H NSE iCUD. ?l.j:,E13.6E2.
+ ,j , 3 7 H CGEFFICIENT OF DETERtiiHA'TION:,Ei~3.6E2,/)
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URITE(7,1090J INDPGOD
1090 FORtiAT(30HFLOW  RATES IN CUBIC METERS  fER,I3,5H  DAYS,

+ /,40H ACTUAL MODEL)
IIST:IIST+l
DO 750 I=IIST.III

750 URITE(7,llOO) DATA(J,IJ,DA'JA(2,1)
1100 FURt4AT(ZFZO.OJ

REWIND 7
REWIND 5
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE OUTFLOW (NSJ
IflPLICIT  REAL (A-Z)
COH~ON/VAAOF/USZM,LSZM,GZM,SS,EVAP,HPLSE,USZHAVG,LSZMAVG
COflKON/PAROF/USZC,ALPPER,ALfUEU,ALPINT,ALPDPR,ALPLEV
COtiHON/fAROF2/ALPGW,ALPGEV,ALPSF,ALPSEV
CO~~ON/INDICAT/III,NSS,SSS,EVAPS.DbY,EPSILO~,DPSILON,GPSILON
COtl~ON/VAROF2/VRUN,UINT,VPER.VGW,VUE'J,ULEV

cri***
C ALPDPR = LINEAR RESERVOIR CONSTANT FOR DEEP PERCOLATION, INV. DAYS
C ALPGEV = PAR'JIAL  CONSTANT OF GROUNDWATER EVAPORATION, INV. CUB. N.
C ALPGW = LINEAR RESERVOIR CONSTANJ FOR GROUNDUAJER FLOW, IN','.  DAYS
C ALPINT  = LINEAR RESERVOIR CONSTANT FOR INTERFLOU, INV. DAYS
C ALPLEV = PARTIAL CONSTANT OF LOWER ZONE EVAPORATION, INV. CUB. M.
C ALPPER = LINEAR RESERVOIR CONSTANT FOR PERCOLATION, INV. DAYS
C ALPSEV q PARTIAL CONSTANT OF SURFACE EVAPORATION, INV. CUB. H.
C ALPSF = LINEAR RESERVOIR CONSTANT FOR SURFACE FLOU, INV. DAYS
C ALPUEV = PARJIAL  CONSTANT OF UPPER ZONE EUAP.,  INV. CUB. fi.
C DAY q TIHE iN ONE GROUP OF DAYS (WEEK, NON'JH,  ETC.), DAYS
c EVAP = TOTAL EVAPOTRANSfIKATION  VOLUtlE, CUB. tl.
C EVPRP = F'OTENTIAL  EVAfUTRANSfIRA'J:ON  RATE, CUB. ti./DAY
C GZU = GROUNDWATER ZONE NOISTURE,  CUB. ti.
C HPLSE = TOTAL ENERGY OUT (EVAP.  .+ I)OT. EVAP.)  WATER EQU..  CUB. H.
c LSZH = LOWER SOIL ZONE NOISTURE,  CUB. H.
C NS = NET SUPPLY VOLUtiE,  CUB. ti.
c NS = BASIN OUTFLOW VOLUNE,  CUB. tl.
C NSR = NET SUPPLY RATE, CUB. M./DRY
C R = DUNNY  VARIABLE FOR STORAGE OF INTERHEDIATE  RESULTS
c ss = SURFACE WATER SJORAGE,  CUB. N.
C T = DUNNY  VARIAHLE FCR STORAGE OF INTEHNEDIATE RESULTS
c uszc = UPPEH  SOIL iONE MOISTURE CAPACITY, CUB. M.
c usin *: UPPER SOiL  ZONE NCISTURE.  CUD. H.
C VDPR = DEEP PERCOLATION 'JOLUIIE, CUE. M.
C VGEV ~= GRGUNDWATER  ZONE EVAPOJKANSBlRATION  VOLUNE,  CUB. t+.
C !VGW = GROUNDWATER ZONE GUTFLGW  VOLUNEI  CUB. ti.
C VIHF = INFILTRATiON VOLUhE,  CUB. M.
C VINT = iNTERFLOW VOLUME. CUB.  (1.
C ULEV = LOWER ZONE E'JAPOTRANSPIRA'JION  VOLUNE, CUH. (1.
C UF'ER = PERCOLATION VOLUME. CUB. fl.
C VRUN = SURFACE RUNOFF VOLJNE.  CUB. N.
C VUEV = UffER  ZONE EVAPOTRANSPIRATION VOLUME, CUB. K.
c * :& * * *

NSR=NS/DAY
EVPRP=HPLSE/Z./UAY
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I~~(E'Jl~'RF.LE.DPSILON)GOTO  903
904 B=NSR/USZC+ALI)PER.tAL~UEV*EVPRP

C=NSR/B
A=USZil-C
USZ#AUG=A/B:k(l.-EXP(-B:I;DAY))/DAYtC
D=ALF'INT+ALYDPR+ALI)LEV:*EU~RP
IF~ABS~~D-B)/D).LE.EPSILON.OR.AESlD-B).LE.D~SILON)GOTO  5'05
F=ALPPERrA/(D-8)
G=ALPPER*C/U
E-LSZH-F-G
LSZ),A'JG=(EjD:r('I..-EXP(-O*XIAY))tl:/Br(l.-EXP(-B'PDAY)))/DAY'~G
GOT0 906

905 F=ALPPER*A
G:ALFPER.%C,'U
E :: i :j z ,, G

906

903

EVrHPO=EVPRr
EVPRP:~HPLSEIDAYi(,.tAL~U~V;~USZHAVGtAL~L~U:l:LSZ~AVG)
IF(ABSi(EWRF'-EUPRPO)/EVPRP).GT.GPSILON)GOTO  904
B=NSR/USZCtALPPER+ALPUEV*E'JPRF
C=ALPPER*NSR/B
A=ALPI"ER*USZti-C
T:~EXP(-B*:OAY):cA/ALPI'ERtNSR/B
USZAAVG=(A/B:t(l  .-liXI)i.-B:tDAY))/DAYtC)/ALFPER
R=NStUSZtl-T
USZit=T
VINF=NS-R:~NSR;USZC;B
'JPER=R*ALPPER/B

910

R=BJPERtiFjZfi-T

IF(ALPDPR.iT.EPSILON)GOTO  910
E=ALPIlFR:+E
F=I:Lr~,pR:hF
G:=ALpfipR:hG
LSZU-T
VINl=R:~ALPIN'T/D
VUrli=ii*ALI~Dl~'ii/I
VLEV=R-VINT.-VDPR
H=ALI:'GWiALP[IIfV:I:EVrRr
IFiABS((H-D)/H).LI:~.EF'SILDEI.OR.ABS~~-Di.LE.I~PSII.ON)GOTO
IF~ABS((H-B)/H).LE.EPSILON.OR.ABS(H-B).LE.IlPSILO~)G~~'~O
T=(GZfi-E/(H-II)-Fi(H-B)-G/H)*EXP(-H*UAY)

+ tEi(~.-O):rEXP(-D:rI~Ai)tF!(H.-B)*EXPi--B-i:IlAY)~tGiH
IF(ALFDpR.LT.EPSILON)  T=GZNr-EXPi~-H:rDAY)
R=UDPRtGZM-1
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IFiALPDPR.LT.EPSILON)GDTO  911
L=ALPGU*iGZl+E/iH-Dl-F/iH-Bl-G/H1
M=E*iALPINT/ALPDPRtALPGW/(H-D))
N=A*NSR/USZC/ALPPERtF:~iALFI~T/AL~D~RtALPGU/iH-Bll
O=C*NSR/USZC/ALPPERtGt(ALFINT/ALPDPRtALPGU/Hl
GOT0 912

911 L-O.
Fl=ALPIFI'T:tE
N~ALPINT:t.FtA*NSR/USZC/ALPPER
O=ALFINT*GtC*NSR/USZC/ALPPEH

912 GZh=T
VGW=R*ALPGU/H
UGEV=R--UGW
P=ALF'SFtALPSEV*EUPRP
IFiABSiiP-H~;P~.LE.EPSILIIN.OR.ABSiP-Hl.LE.UPSILONlGOTO  300
IF~ABSiiP-D~/Pl.LE.EPSILON.OR.ABSi~-Dl.LE.D~SILO~lGOTO  400
IFiABSiiP-Bl/Pl.LE.EPSILON.OR.ABSiP-Bl.L~.DPSILON~GOTO  500
T=iSS-L/iP-Hl-il/iF-D)-N/iP-Bb-O/Pl*EXPi-F'*DAYl

t tL/iP-Hl*EXPi-H*DAYIcn:(P-D)rEXP(-UIDAY)tN/iF-Bl:~EX~i-B~DAY)tO/~
I I I - O .

600 R-URUNtUINTtUGUtSS-T
NS=RtALPSF/P
SS=T
EUAF'=UUEU+VLEVt!JGE'JtR-NS
GOT0 1000

500 T=iSS-L/iP-Hl-H/iP-Dl+N:rDAY-O/Pl*EXPi-P:t:DAYl
t tL/iP-Hl*EXPi-H*DAYl+n/o*EXPi-D*DAYl,tO/'P
III=l.
GOT0 600

400 T=iSS-L/iP.-HltnxDA'~-N/(P-Bl-O/P):rEXPi-P:l:DiSY)
t tL/iP-H)*EXPi-HIDAYltR/iP-B)*EXPi.-E+DAYltO/P

III=Z.
GOTG 600

300 T=iSGtL*DAY-ir/iP-Dl-N/(P-Bl-O/Pi:rEXPi-P*DAYl
t tM/iF-D)*EXPi-UIDAYjtN/iP-Bl~~X~(.~B:~DAYltO/~
III=4.
GOT0 600

200 T=(GZntE*DAY-F/iH-B).-G/lil*~n"P(.-H*BRYl
t tF/iH-Bl*EXPi-BIDAY)tG/H
IfiALfDPR.L'T.EPSILON)  T=GZfl*EXPi-H:*DAYl
R-UDPRtGZR-T
IfiALYDPR.L'T.EPSlLON)COiO  913
L=ALPGU*iGZH-F/iH-Bl-G~liltALPINTiALPDPR*E
M=ALPGUtE
N=A*NSR/USZC/ALPPER+F~iALPINT/ALPDPRtALPGW/iH.-Bl)
Q=C:~NSR/USZC/ALPPERtG:~ALPINT/ALPDPRtALPGU/H~
GOT0 914

913 L=ALPINJ*E
n=o.
N=ALPINT+FtAtHSR/USZC/ALPPER
O=ALFINT*GtC*NSKIUSZCikLYPER

914 GZfi-i
VGW=R*ALPGW/H
VGEV-R-UGW
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GOT0  600
204 T::(SS.-L;(~-~~).~~/(~-)~):~:~~+~:~D~Y-O/P):I:EXP(-~*DAY)

+ +(L;(f-H)+hi(f-H):~t?~~(f-H)*UAY-I)):~EXP(-H*DAY)to/f
III=9.
GOT0 600

203 l=(SStL:~IIAYtH;2~IlAY:r:l:2~-N/(f~-~)-U/f):~~Xf,-,'~~DAY)
+ t~;(P-H)*EXf(-B*DAY)tO~~
111=14.
GOT0 600

100 T::(i.SZh~tA:l:~lAy--~i~l)~EXP(-D~UAY)~tC~U

R=VPERtLSZh-T
~F(Al~PIIPR.I.l.ii'SILON)  wro 920
;=ALpDPR:*E
F :: Ai. p Ii P R * 1’
G=,$LI)~PR;,:G

920 LSZN~'I
UINT:zi<:EALp~l\lT/Il
&tD,3i;:R:aA,J[,f~/~
VLE":zp"*~(,-lJUp~
H=Al..fGW-tAt.fGE'Jrl-I1Jfiif
I~(A~S((~~-D)/H),L~~.~i'SIL0N.Oli.h6S~Ii~I~)~L~~I~fSI~O~~GOTO  120
T=(GZh-E/iH-D)+F/(H-DJ~~~-G/H)*EXf(-H*UbY)

b +(Ei(H-D,+F/(H-D]~:~?*((H.-D)~DAY-,)):1:EXf(-Il*DA'i)tG/lI
I~(AtfDffi.tl.EfSIL0N)  T=GZti*EXf(-HIDAY)



T=(SS-L/(P-H)-n/lP-D,tN/(P-D)*:r2-O/P)*EXP(-PtDAY)
+ +L/(P-H)*EXP(-H*DAY)+O/P
+ +(n/(?-D)+N/(f-D)t:r2:r((P-D)rDAY-l))*EXP(-D*DAY)
11X=16.
GOT0 600

140 T=(SS-L/(?-H)+~~~DAY+N/~*DAY:F*~-O/P)*EXP(-P*DAY~
t +L/(P-H)*EXP(-H*DAY)+O/P
III=lP.
GOT0 600

130 ~~::(SS.+L:~DAY~-n/(f-D,tN/(?-D):x~l:2-D/P)*EXP(.-P:r~AY)
+ +(~/(f-D)+N/(P-D)~~2~((P-D~:~DAY-1))*EXP(-D*DAY~tO/f

120

923

924

III=20.
GOT0 600
T=(GZfi+E*DAY+)~/2:~DAY:t.~2-G/H):fiEXP(-H*DAY)+G/R
IF(ALfD?R.LT.EPSILON)  T=GZH*EXP(-H*DAY)
R=VDFR+GZii-1
IF(ALfDPR.LT.EPSILON)GOTO  923
L=ALPGW*(GZtl-G/H)tALPINT/ALFDfR:~E
L=L+NSR/USZC/ALPPER*A
R=ALPGW:rE+AI.PINT/ALPD?R*F
N=ALPGW*F/2
O=C~NSR/USZ~/AL?PERtG*(RLPINT/bLPDPR+ALPGU/H)
GOT0 924
L=ALPINT*E+A*NSR/USZClALP?ER
U=ALfINT*F
N:-0.
D=ALPINT:?G+C*NSR/USZC/ALf?ER
GZtl=T
VGW::R:I:ALPGW/H
‘J,jEV::R.-“GU
?:=ALfSF.+AI.fS~V:+:EVF;IF’
IF(ABS~(?~-H)/fl.LE.IffSiLON.OR.ABS~?~H).LE~D?SILONlGOTG  123
T~(SS-L/(?-H)+fi/(?-H)t”2-2$N/(P-H)*~3-0/P~~~X?(-?~~DAY)

+ +~L/(P-H)+~/(P-H)~*2~((P-H)~DAY-l)+N/(P-~):~DAY**2
t -2aN/(?-H):s#3*((?-H)*DAY-l))*EXP(-H:bDAY)tO/P
III=56.
GOT0  600

123 T=(SS.+L:rDAY.~n/2:1;DA’f*:1-2+N/3:rDAYt:r3.-O/P)*EXP(-P:~DAY  )+0/P
III=63.
GOT0 600

250 T=[GZh-E/(H-D)+F*DAY-G/H)*EXf(-H*DAY)
+ +E/(H-D)*EXP(-D*DAY)+G/H
IF(ALPDfR.L~I.EPSILON)  T:=GZil*EXf(-Ii:rDAY)
R=‘JDPRtGZH-1
IF(ALPDPR.LT.t?SILON)GOTO  915
L=ALfGU*(GZU-E/(H-II)-GiH)tAI.fIN’I/AL?D?R*)’
L=L+A*NSR/USZC/ALfPER
U=E:+(ALPINT/ALPDfRtALPGU/(H.-D))
N=ALPG!J*F
G~~:~~SR/USZ~/ALf?ENtG~IALPINT/ALfCfRtALPGW/li)
GOT0 91.6

915 L=ALPINT~F+A~NSR/USZC/ALffER
H=ALPINT*E
N.=O.
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916
O=ALPINT*G+C*NSR/USZC/ALPPER
GZN=T
UGW=R*ALPGW/H
UGEU=R-'JGW
P=ALPSF+ALPSEU*EUPRP
IF~ABS~~P-H~/P~.LE.EPSILON.OR.ABS~P-H~.LE.D~SILON~GOTO  255
IF~ABS~~P-D~/P~.LE.EPSILON.OR.ABS~P-D~.LE.DFSILON~GOTO  254
T=(SS-L/(P-H)-M/(P-D)+N/(P-H)t*2-O/P)*EXP(-P~DAY)
+ +(L/(P-H)tN/(P-H)*r2*((P-H)*DAY-l))rEXP(.-H:*DAY)
+ +ti/(P-D)*EXP(-D*DAY)tO/P
111=32.
GOTG 500

254 T=(SS.-l./(P-H)+~*DAYtN/(P-H)*:r?-O/P)*EXP(-P:rDAY)
t t(L/(P-H)tN/(P-H)**2*(LP-H)*DAY-1))*EXF(-H*DAY)tO/~
111=34.
GOT0 500

255 T=(SStL*DAY-~;(I).-D).tN/2*DAY*:~?.-O/P)*EXf(-P:~DAYf
+ tn/(P-D)*EXP(-D*DAY)+O/P
111-37.
GOT0 500

1000 IF~ABS~~P-B~/P~.GT.EPSILO~.AND.AFS~P-B~.GT.DPSILON~GOTO 1050
R=(NSR/USZC/ALPPER)
T=(SSStR*A*DAY-R*C/P)*EXP(-P:kDAY)+R*C/F

1600 R=URUN+SSS-T
NSS=R*ALPSF/P+UINT+VGW
SSS-T
EUAPS='JUEU+ULEU~+UGEU+R-K*ALPSFIP
RETURN

1050 R=(flSR/USZC/ALPPERJ
T=(SSS-li*A/(P--B)-R+C/I)):rEXP(-PtDAY)

+ +R:~A/(P-B):~EXP(-B+DAY  ).kR*C/P
GO TO lb00
END
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GENESEE  RIVER AT PORTAGEUILLE NEW YORK
6-20-56 TO 9-30-72 : 5947 RECORDS
(1X,13.13.15,5X.2F10.2.2F20.0)
DAY.KONTH YEAR TllIN(C) ‘ItlAX PRECIP(H3/D) FLOW(R3/D)
20 6 1956 9.37 22.57 0. -9999.
21 6 1956 13.49 27.29 0. -9999.
22 6 1956 16.02 29.40 319480. -9999.
23 6 1956 12.77 28.15 1990867. -9999.
24 6 1956 16.39 28.24 14544764. -9999.
25 6 1956 15.39 22.81 7028568. -9989.
26 6 1956 6.63 25.84 0. -9999.
27 6 1956 16.58 25.35 10858969. -9999.
28 6 1956 11.23 19.79 417006. -9999.
29 6 1956 8.80 21.18 0. -9999.
30 6 1956 5.56 28.86 0. .-9999.
1 7 1956 15.41 30.96 0. -Y999.
2 7 1956 17.04 26.88 19195725. -9999.
3 7 1956 11.82 27.74 0. -9999.
4 7 1956 12.36 23.35 0. -9999.
5 ? 1956 13.43 22.06 23201000. -9999.
6 7 1956 14.98 20.27 20056641. -9999.
7 7 1956 9.91 25.26 114340. -9999.
a ? 1956 13.56 28.86 6564481. -9999.
9 7 1956 15.24 26.87 69128824. -9999.

10 7 1956 13.34 21.91 8504904. -9999.
11 7 1956 8.86 24.82 2444866. -9999.
12 7 1956 13.43 21.27 26621122. -9999.
13 7 1956 14.53 21.35 33918726. -9999.
14 7 1956 13.25 20.94 15637723. -9999.
1: 7 1956 8.78 24.42 279125. -9999.
16 7 1956 13.84 23.33 1281284. -9999.
17 7 1956 10.46 21.77 0. .-9999.
18 7 1956 5.97 23.80 0. -9999.
19 7 1956 7.21 24.47 0. -9999.
20 7 1956 15.43 21.18 7805410. --9999.
21 7 1956 15.03 25.65 14450601. -9999.
22 7 1956 15.01 27.01 11050658. -9999.
23 7 1956 15.01 25.41 7953380. .-7999.
24 7 1956 14.09 25.62 3107367. -9999.
25 7 1956 12.51 25.22 625509. -9999.
26 7 1956 12.06 24.76 739849. ,-9??9.
27 7 1956 13.67 29.12 13394635. -9999.
28 ? 1956 16.27 25.77 0. -9999.
29 7 1956 7.38 20.40 0. ,-9999.
30 7 1956 4.62 20.11 0. -9999.
31 7 1956 5.17 22.81 26904. .-9999.
1 8 1956 13.42 24.00 0. -7999.
2 8 1956 8.86 22.21 0. .-Y999.
3 8 1956 2.62 23.91 0. -9Y99.
4 8 1956 6.21 25.33 0. -1999.
5 8 1956 15.37 25.54 21886086. -9999.
6 8 1956 16.67 22.24 33885096. .-9999.
7 8 1956 16.04 23.07 50101247. -9999.
8 8 1956 13.84 26.42 23735709. -9999.



9 8 1956 12.27 28.03
10 8 1956 16.02 23.83
11 8 1956 10.69 26.16
12 8 1956 14.19 24.60
13 8 1956 11.87 23.42
14 G 1956 15.54 24.99
15 G 1956 10.89 24.64
lb 8 1956 9.23 28.14
17 8 1956 13.26 28.68
18 G 1956 14.47 26.29
19 8 1956 16.58 22.85
20 8 1956 10.03 19.13
21 8 1956 6.64 19.20
22 8 15'56 4.63 20.59
23 8 1956 9.01 22.90
24 8 1956 10.08 20.87
25 8 1956 5.09 21.17
26 8 1956 5.73 22.77
27 6 1956 8.61 22.02
28 8 1956 13.03 27.78
29 8 1956 14.65 27.46
30 8 1756 13.72 27.40
31 8 1956 15.87 29.27
1 9 1956 15.38 28.52
2 9 1956 16.68 25.41
3 9 1956 7.49 24.47
4 9 1956 8.48 26.83
5 9 1956 11.38 28.47
6 9 1956 14.94 24.43
7 9 1956 5.61 18.08
8 9 1956 4.47 15.86
9 9 1956 .98 15.29
10 9 1956 .21 18.69
11 9 1956 9.96 18.69
12 9 1956 11.14 23.37
13 9 1956 9.22 25.59
14 9 1956 14.99 22.88
15 9 1956 1.93 15.88
16 9 1956 5.22 17.33
17 9 1956 9.62 19.37
18 9 1956 3.77 14.18
19 9 1956 .88 16.50
20 9 1956 .49 11.74
21 9 1956 -.38 14.28
22 9 1956 3.03 20.12
23 9 1956 9.57 23.55
24 9 1956 5.74 18.78
25 9 1956 1.54 15.09
26 9 1956 35

-;:63
14.89

27 9 1956 14.82
28 9 1956 -.52 20.17
29 9 1956 3.62 21.82
30 9 1956 6.98 19.47
1 10 1956 2.65 16.69

2502036. -9999.
46909006. -9999 *

26904. -9999.
20178. -9999.

107614. -9999.
29220683. -9999.

121066. .-9999.
0. -9999.
0. -9999.

349747. -9999.
24922831. -9999.

662501. -9999.
0474637. -9999.

0. -9999.
0. -9999.

32977099. -9999.
154696. -9999.

0. -999c.
1119863. -9099.
3383129. -9999.

69515564. -9999.
14285817. -9999.
20685513. -9999.
14168113. -9999.
20712416. -9999.

100889. -9999.
0. -9999.
0. -9999.

22565402. -9999.
8414104. .-9999.
538072. -9999.

0. -9999.
0. -9999.

1062693. -9999.
3480654. -0999.

0. ,-9999.
53807. -9999.

6655280. -9999.
53427205. ,-9999.
7142908. -9999.
14195017. -9999.

0. -9999.
14319446. -9999.
7334597. -9999.
2280081. -9999.
2929130. .-9999.

11444123. -9999.
30267. -9999.

0. -9999.
0. -9999.
0. -9999.
0. -9999.

107614. -9999.
921449. 946930.
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2 10 1954 1.62 22.88 538072.
3 10 1956 4.28 i8.67 4993982.
4 10 1956 6.04 18.92 2182555.
5 10 1956 3.65 15.41 2707176.
6 10 1956 -1.34 13.47 26904.
7 10 1956 5.93 12.97 3?012641.
6 10 1956 .59 19.27 10684096.
Y 10 1956 -.28 14.32 26904.

10 10 1956 -2.91 9.46 0.
ii 10 195h -6.06 9.78 0.
12 10 1956 -3.78 17.12 0.
13 10 1956 2.01 22.66 0.
14 10 1956 2.86 25.03 0.
15 10 1956 2.81 26.32 0.
16 10 1956 3.11 25.24 0.
17 10 1956 3.73 25.56 0.
18 10 1956 4.31 16.64 0.
19 10 1956 -5.22 15.81 0.
20 10 1956 3.57 16.77 0.
21 10 1956 6.58 21.91 0.
22 10 1956 5.61 20.29 0.
23 10 1956 11.66 18.57 20540906.
24 10 1956 4.02 15.26 3588269.
25 10 1956 -4.42 14.36 0.
26 10 1956 1.51 i3.32 0.
27 10 1956 7.01 13.53 1597402.
28 10 1956 .91 15.68 0.
29 10 i956 -.98 18.47 0.
30 10 1956 6.24 19.88 0.
31 10 1956 10.86 18.33 0.
1 11 1956 12.24 22.99 766753.
2 11 1956 12.39 20.32 45372937.
3 11 1956 11.33 17.84 2179192.
4 11 1956 7.57 17.74 0.
5 11 1956 5.81 17.59 0.
6 Ii 1956 -.98 18.59 0.
7 11 1956 5.11 15.72 2613013.
8 11 1956 2.03 10.11 53807.
9 11 1956 -.3a 4.52 719672.
10 11 1956 -8.22 .l? 2471769.
11 Ii 1956 -9.71 9.53 0.
12 11 1956 .63 13.16 753301.
i3 11 1956 -1.37 4.26 12308401.
14 11 1956 -.77 15.48 0.
15 11 1956 5.29 21.36 0.
16 11 1956 1.44 15.12 3171263.
17 11 1956 -2.13 6.03 1432617.
18 11 1956 -6.34 3.61 0.
19 11 1956 -7.91 9.01 0.
10 11 1956L -4.11 11.33 551524.
21 11 1956 1.89 12.69 32321324.
22 11 1956 -4.24 3.12 32099369.
23 11 1956 -9.33 -2.66 7065560.
24 11 1956 -15.98 -1.81 5417714.

858844.
846609.
871078.
797672.
760970.
998314.

2334293.
1575770.
1176934.
983633.
915121.
827035.
758523.
709586.
492458.
645968.
.511?12.
628840.
560328.
507244.
533413.
567669.
660649.
773204.
694905.
616606.
616606.
579903.
555434.
543200.
552988.
834375.

3131965.
1810668.
1421610.
1250339.
1108422.
1044804.
978739.
695546.
863737.
836822.
075972.
973646.
954271.
917568.
912674.
10717i9.
ao7460.
694905.
1585558.
7927788.
3939425.
2667064.
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Appendix E.--INTERACTIVE  TERMINAL SESSION EXAMF’LE
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CONSTANT, ALBEDS,  TBASE,  ALPGU, ALPSF (5El3.6E2  FORNAT)
? .392288E+lS .800000E+00 .300000E+01  .490000E-01  .lOOOOOEt99

.392288EtlS .800000Et00 .300000E+01 .49000OE-01 .lOOOOOEt99
IS THIS CORRECT (Y/N)?
'? N
CONSTANT, ALBEDS,  TEASE, ALPGU, ALPSF 15El3.6E2  FORRAT)
? .392288Etl5 .SO9000EtOO .300000Et01 .490000E-01 .100000E+99

.392288Et15 .809000Et00 .300000E+01 .490000E-01 .lOOOOOEt99
IS THIS CORRECT (YIN)?
? Y
FROM DAY 468 TO DAY 5947

.691844EtOl .595772Et07 .282948Et07 .437982Et07

.595772Et07 .312823Et07 .125158E+07

r(EAN  = .847148E108 VARIANCE := .655445Etl6

USZC.  ALPPER,  ALPUEV.  ALPINTtALPDPR  (SEl3.6E2 FORNAT)
'? .508156EtOS .270000EtOO .116000E-05 .490000E-01

.508156Et08 .270000E+OO .116000E-05 .490000E-01
IS THIS CDHRECT  (Y/N)?
7 Y

.85092lEtOS .650000E-07

.844710EtOS .975000E-07

.846783EtOS .847442E-07

.847189EtOS .824977E-07

.100971E+16  0.

.847254Et08 .827251E-01

.847323Et08 .823543E-07

.141443Etl6 .49OOOOE-01

.847096EtOS .832979E-07

.847135E+OH .83083OE-07

.111438Eti6 .245000E-01

.84712lE+08 .83009OE-07

.847094E+O8 .831577E-07

.103763Etlb .122500E.-01

.847135Et08 .828653E-07

.101756Eti6 .612500E-02

.10121lEt16 .306250E-02

.lOiO52Etl6 .153125lt--02

.lOlOO?Etl6 .165625E-03

.100984Etl6 .382813E-03

.847139EtOE .827687E-07

.84717lEt08 .825982E-07

.100977Et16 . 191406E.-03

.100973Eti6 .957031E-04

.100972E+16 .478516E-04

.10097lEtl6 .23925SE-04

.10097lEtl6 .119629E-04

.598145E-05 .827226E-07

.847147E.t08  .93X021:-t08  .100971Etl6 .846170E.+OO

.84714?EtOS .937502Et08 .10097lEt16 .846l?OEtOO
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.2848S6E-91 .116530E-91 .789213Et07 .34178lEtOG .343481EtOG

.508156EtOG ,270OOOEtOO .116000E-05 .490000E-01
AGAIN (Y/N) OR START OVER CO)?
? N
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Appendix F.--PARTIAL LISTING OF EXAMPLE OUTPUT
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GENESEE RIVER AT POR'TAGEUILLE

FROM  DAY 468 TO DAY 5947 IN 30-DAY GROUPS

CONSTANT ALBEDS ~rhvxm
.392288E+l5 .809000E+OO .3OOOOOE+Ol

DAILY AVERAGES
TERPERATURE  (C): .691844E+Ol

PRECIPITATION (CUB. H.):  .595772E+07
FLOU (CUE. fi.1: .282948E+07

HEAT LOSS, UATER EM. (CUB. A.): .437982E+07
NET SUPPLY (CUB. H.,:  .595772E+07

EUAPOTRANSPIRATION (CUB. M.,: .312823E+07
POT. EUAPOTRANSPIRATION (CUB. il.,: .12515GE+07

USZC(K3)  ALPPERtD-1) ALPUEUtM-3) ALPDPRLD-1) ALPINTLD-1)
.508156E+08 .270000E+OO .1160OOE-05 .48994OE-01 .598145E-05

ALPLEU(A-3) ALPGUtD-1) ALPGEUttl-3) ALPSF(D,-1)  ALPSEUtH-3)
.827226E-07 .490000E-01  0. .lOOOOOE+99  0.

30-DAY STATISTICS
FLOU MAN (CUB. fi.1: .847148E+OE

FLOU VARIANCE (CUB. M.12: .655445E+16

flODEL  1 ilEAN (CUB. ii.):
EUAPOTRANSPIRATION (CUB. Ii.):

tiEAN SS (CUB. tl.):
IIEAN USZli (CUB. N.):
tIEAN LSZH (CUB. ii.):
MEAN  GZli  (CUB. Il.):

IiSE (CUB. A.):
COEFFICIENT OF DETERAINA'TION:

AODEL 2 tiEAN  (CUB. H.1:
EUAPOTRANSPIRATION (CUB. rl.;:

UEAN SS (CUB. +I.,:
liEAN USZil  (CUB. fi.,:
ilEAN LSZH  (CUB. fl.,:
MEAN GZH (CUB. il.,:

IISE (CUB. N.):
COEFFICIENT OF DETERtiINATION:

.847147E+08

.937502E+OE

.284856E-91

.789213E+07

.341781E+08

.343481E+OE

.100971E+lb

.84617OE+OO

.847147E+OE

.937502E+O8

.116530E-91

.789213E+07

.341?81E+08

.343481E+OE

.100971E+16

.846i?OE+OO

FLOU RATES IN CUBIC AETERS  PER 30 DAYS
ACTUAL AODEL

7636611. 4711878.
11372951. 10973428.
14294485. 51652945.
51838923. 76264636.
46597772. 62983986.
58993506. 120874258.

271257568. 203417158.
247645485. 195451409.
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52930213.
94463016.
36815272.
15921638.
66576287.
2?605338.
86133942.
52998728.

205608633.
151202971.
295921796.
162162404.
61976214.
23519102.
11279972.
7330754.

25148701.
79794159.

130049971.
201938366.
144535312.
132934803.
122601764.
29596~??4?.
15310562?.
IbOli1946.
19934468.
12765205.
7482463.
5857753.
7920446.

23423678.
77lOGl8.

33524264.
255842427.
219873761.
254007291.
116824758.
40970021.
32198072.
21280238.
10934960.
12155938.
54826518.
46465644
4?3954491
?84?9?79.

27106!819.
104778923.
28114281.
10563045.
3196942.
4475285.

43522085.

89195430.
95640487.
29009593.
25720708.
38253470.
25865859.
61232938.
48Oi4090.
70813502.

136882174.
'3006687915.
166153740.
81108239.
29814572.
6548410.
3348955.
6223526.

136433282.
113054554.
140222222.
113158060.
121456822.
105741606.
1191302722.
174471299.
137220710.
33324255.
10760846.
4341413.
4"71300.d _

10563408.
13212826.
21476100.
62994751.

263768052.
223180333.
1990605'9I .
153121868.
52400761.
18090750.
4146939.
418?719.

34010489.
7304574.
19134430.
75738759.
13?789761.
15.4014993.
85919234.
40653514.
8595124.
17893296.
3158445.

124723997.
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